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A peculiar thing about the RepreThe following information is being
One of the hardest ring bouts ever
tative vote at the recent primary, is
sent out by the Bangor Auto Club re
seen in this section of Maine is booked
that it has been almost impossible to
lating to Highway conditions.
for Tuesday night, July 6th at Heyget information relating to who was
Bangor to Eastport— Highway from
wood Theatre when Young Sharkey of
elected for Representatives in the di
Bangor to Ellsworth is in the usual
Boston and Earl Penny of St. John
fferent districts.
good condition.
Cherryfield Woods
clash in two six rounders.
In Houlton Chas. P. Barnes was re
rough; through Franklin rough; ex
These will form the feature events
elected by a large majority, running
cellent from Cherryfield to Dennyson the bill and the fans are awaiting
way ahead of the Gubernatorial can
ville; Dennysville to Pembroke fair;
the date of the show with interest.
didate. William A. Heal of Weston
Pembroke through Perry rough; Per
Hundreds of boxing followers from
The third annual Baby Week of the ;
was
elected
in
the
Hodgdon
district
ry to Eastport good. From Eastport
Woodstock and other parts of Carle- town of Houlton came to a close June '
to Calais the road is in fair condition.
ton County, N. B. are expected across |25 and the committee are greatly i over Cyrus
, W. Benn and John M. HunRough from Red Beach to Calais.
the line to see this entertainment o f-; pJeased with the enthuslasm and he I
.J.
* '
districts even the candidates them
Calais through Princeton to Houlton
fered In Houlton.
j terest shown in the work this year.
selves do not know which one was
In
the
good
old
days
of
the
bicycle,
generally
good,
The
New
Brunswick
fans
are
expectj
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n
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n
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a
y
>
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n
e
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Children’s
day
An attempt waa made a short time
successful.
there
was
no
better
roads
in
this
se
c-,
Work
on
the Trunk Line Road—Ata«o to wreck a p u e e n fo r train on the j ">* the st- John man t0 w1n tbe, b0‘lt was observed by concerts in the Free
Among the candidates for Sheriff tion down the St.. John River, but as lantic Highway—between Pembroke
I as so far he has been successful in his Baptist, Methodist and Congrega
Bangor and Aroootook railroad, which ^
)n eaBtera Canada aDd )8 recog.
tional churches. On Sunday evening the Biggest man among the seven : r0ads began to improve in Maine, the and PGrry is now under way.
waa not successful owing to the loy* n|2ed as the best at his weight in jthe
candidates won out and Ed is wearing , contrast was not so great
j New Brunswick Road Conditions—
the Mass Meeting in Monument Park
N
Brunswick the last few Regarding road conditions from Calais
alty and interest of one of the rail* f maritime provinces. Not long ago he under the auspices of the Child Wel a broad smile. He seemed to have the j B
road's em ployees who waa just heturn- defeated Young Burns of St. John in fare Week Committee was one of the faculty of having workers and sup- j y ^ S r L g . X t T r e a .L the im p o " ! to St. John there are on.y about twenporters from every walk in life and ange Qf good roads and much work ty miles of rough traveling. The dethat city and Burns was supposed to j begt featureB of the week
tng from a fishing trip.
those who were at the polls in Houlbe a oomtng lightweight in New Brunsj has been done, so that today there is partment of public works is pushing
The Baby Parade on Tuesday after- j t o n k n o w w h a t t h a t means.
On W ednesday, June 17, 8. B. Mona
wick.
not a better stretch of roads any where forward improvements on this road
han foreman o f the Paint Crew locat
Sharkey says he is going to take I noon wa8 a great success, due to the
The total votes that the candidates
and expects to have them finished
ed at Sherman, waa retaining from a Penny by storm and carry the bout abllity and energy of Mrs. Marg ret for Governor got in Aroostook was a than from Woodstock south on the within the next three months.
west
side
of
the
river,
not
only
have
fishing trip with a companion came out to the New Brunswicker. He expects I Cotton- Teddy Cotton led the march j surprjse to some, Deering’s small vote
The entrance into New Brunswick
. . . „ ..
. ,0 f . i with his drum, and Leighton Dudley evidently was due to his attitude on there been many miles of improved
on tha Bangor and Aroostook right o f to
take the St. John man off his feet
,
’
„ TT ,
via
Houlton and Woodstock is good.
road constructed, but they are now
way, near Crystal, as they came up on
with his style of atack With Bill Me 1carried tbe large flag of Uncle Sam, the Grange bill so-called.
working on long stretches, which will : and within the P r i n c e all the highto the track they taw a man running Nnlty refereeing as a special attrac Baby carriages and children with ban
The final standing on vote for Gov
ways are in good order for motoring.
toward Crystal station and they start tion and several preliminaries the fans ners on which were appropriate slo ernor was: Parkhurst, 19,529; Deer- make this delightful ride the second to
This applies from St. John to Am
none
in
this
section,
and
with
unsur
ed up the track suspecting that some aTe certain of a real bang up show. gans made up the parade, which ing, 16,427; Milliken, 13,795; Jack,
herst
and right through to Halifax, al
passed scenery, many will take ad
thing was wrong. Upon investigating The price of admission is the lowest marched proudly around the walks of 1,763
so
from
St. John to Houlton, taking
vantage of this trip and tourists, which
they found a large boulder on the placed on boxing shows in this section the park. About eighty children and
the
“
Broad
Road” to Fredericton.
track and also a brass from one of the or any other section of the country many adults were present. Helpful , Basil Bamford and family of Sinyr- are increasing every year will take
The rule of the road has not been
advantage
of
the
good
roads
and
the
car Journals laying on the track, during the past five years at the very literature was distributed to the moth ! na Mills were in town Monday by auchanged in New Brunswick—it is still
scenery to make the trip.
which waa placed there for the pur
ers.
j to calling on friends.
least.
to the left.
One of the most delightful seventypose o f wrecking the train. These
The weighing and measuring and
Aroostook County highways are
five mile trips out of Houlton is to go
they removed and reported the matter
physical examinations took place the
getting into shape for the heavy
to
Woodstock,
cross
the
bridge
near
to proper anthertUea.
three mornings Wednesday, Thursday
the Island and take the first right are
into shape for the heavy
Detective Henry Smart was notified
and Friday from 9 to 12 o’clock and
hand
road
after
crossing
and
follow
surnmer
traveI
thou^h the road work
. and went Into the case and after due
the commercial rooms were busythe
road
as
far
as
the
bridge
which
there
be«
ins
later
than in other PIace^
investigation arrested -one Albert Souplaces with the doctors, dentists,
Houlton High Schools’ claim for the crosses the St. John river at Pokiok becal,se the first consideration is get
Boston, June 28:—Houlton’s new i
cy who claimed Tan Buren as his resi
nurses, registrars, mothers and chil
ting the crops started. In fair weatherdence he was brought to Houlton and Salvation Army Corps Headquarters dren. Thorough examinations were championship of the county as hall turning right at the end of the bridge
players
was
settled
Tuesday
afternoon
and return to Woodstock.
In this it is good traveling on all highways,
tried on the charge of Malicious mis will be dedicated with elaborate cere-! given to ninety-one babies and follow
with
a
score
of
12
to
0
in
a
manner
mony
during
a
two
day
program
Julyway different views are obtained of the improved and unimproved, but the lat
chief and Judge Archibald after hear
up work will be done this year more
that
leaves
no
room
for
argument
and
10
and
11,
and
New
England
Head-1
scenery, the one going down follows ter roads are rough slippery in wet
ing the ease on June 21st bound him
extensively than formerly. Plans are
those
who
witnessed
the
game
are
quarters
in
this
city
as
well
as
the
j
the
lower land of that section while weather but are no worse than roads
over to the Qrabd Jury in November
under way for a Baby Clinic, announce
wondering how the Fort Fairfield boys the road coming back goes over high of their class in other localities.
Northern Divisional
Headquarters, j
and he Is now In Jail.
ments for which will be made later.
Aroostook is now one of the favorite
got into the race for the countv cham er land and the view on both sides
Since the hearing it Is claimed that Portland, will be represented at the j
The moving picture “ Our Children" ; pionship, as they gave a demonstra- cannot he surpassed anywhere in the sbo^ Places in Maine for out-of-state
exercises
by
some
of
the
higher
officers
Soncy confessed, not only to Judge
Archibald but also to Detective Smart of the New England forces of the Sal- j given at the Temple Theatre Wednes- J G o n bere 0f bovv the game should not United States. Like most everything tollrists a™1 * is expected that there
j day and Thursday nights was especial- be piayed. The boxman Good is a that we have in this section, it is not will be an unusual influx of visitors
that ha pfjmed the obstructions on the vation Army.
The new home of Houlton Corps was ly Ane illustrating the origin of Baby j good heady
and although he half appreciated, but if a tourist from this season. Inquiries already receiv
. . player
.
track and gave as his reason that he
provided
for
from
funds
raised
during
Clinic
work
and
the
way
it
is
carried
i
was
^atted
hard
many
of the bingles this section could travel hundreds of ed for road information in Aroostook
. had hacBi pnt off n train fo r not pay
the
1919
Home
Service
Campaign.
It
on
in
the
North
and
among
the
colored
m j g b t have been outs, had his team
an(j bnd scenery like this, they indicates the wide-spread interest in
ing his dire and that he was going to
was
during
a
meeting
more
than
a
j
children
of
the
South.
The
playground
given
bjm
proper
support.
However,
wouid
return and tell of the wonders Aroostook and shows how far its
get aguaite with the railroad by wreck
ing the «.n*t train which would have year ago that Mrs. Mary (Ma) Shep- j work was also well show-n and the tbe wav tlle H j-j s. hoys went after j whieh they had seen, but when it is fame has spread.
been tb a Puliman leaving Houlton at pard wife of Brigadier Joseph Shep-, whole picture showed how to keep our , the game showed beyond a doubt their ; at our vprv doors we nass it bv as the
part of New England Headquarters ; children well, emphasising well the : superiority as „ all playerg.
; L .a l thing.
1.11 p. B*.
.and
lenown
to
thousands
of
American
:
work
of
district
and
school
nurses.
j
Capt.
Joe
Whittier
made
his
final
What is true of the scenery south ‘THREE HEAT PLAN’
A movement fa now on foot by the
This picture brought a valuable les- j appearance in a black and white uni-1 Gf Woodstock is equally true of the
WILL BE TRIED OUT
County Attorney to have the charge doughboys of the Yankee and other
changed from M alleloU m ischief to combat divisions in France for the big i son from the Children’s Bureau of the i form and he pitched the best game of trip n0rth of Woodstock. The roads
“ Three-heat plan” racing will be trithat o f Manslaughter, which owing to part she played in making the boys j Department of Labor at Washington, the season, only a few stray hits were on the east side of the river going eel out for the first time in the Marithe im lt s , had the train struck the •comfortable Overseas, promised to at- i which states that "The Childrens registered off his delivery. As slug- down from Woodstock are dirt roads time Provinces at the opening of the
; gers the 1920 team will leave behind but are finely kept, while the roads on harness racing season this year. It
obstructions would have been fatal to tend and dedicate the new building if, Health is the Nation’s Wealth.
as she put it, “ she could manage to
Tbe Exhibits in High School build- •a record that will live long in the an- the west side are of gravel construe- "'ill be the system in vogue at the
many.
travel.”
|ing were excellent, Anna Barnes, Eve- nals of H. H. S. base hall history,
tion and are equally as good. Be- meetings opening on Dominion Day at
Whther or not Ma Sheppard’s 1jyn p earce and Ildafaunee Perry were
Superior coaching and the fact that tween Pokiok and Woodstock are Fredericton and Moncton and it will
w ords were prophetic is a question; a t ! tbe committee on library and picture the team did not work for individual some of the most tempting picnieing also he in use at the first meeting of
any rate she won’t take part in the ; exbjbjt and the library room was a records but made a specialty of team places that one could imagine, which the Maritime and Maine Circuit
ceremonies
at Houlton simply be very attractive place.
1work was responsible for the excellent makes it an idea) trip for a day or an the following week.
A petition in bankruptcy has been
cause
she
w-on’t
be
able
to
travel.
For
afternoon.
flin t in the United States district court
The beautiful pictures loaned by the record for the 1920 team.
The "three-heat plan" has many ad
Graduation has raked the team like
In Bnaaor by H erbert B. Hitehings of Ma Sheppard is now- convalescing Dunn Furniture Company are surely
Many Maine ears were seen on these vocates in the United States and if
Caribou, listed as a farmer. Secured from an operation caused by compli pictures children should know, tor a machine gun fire, Whittier. O'Don- roads on Sunday and doubtles many was suggested as the proper antidote
claims, none. The unsecured claims cations which were superinduced by they are the kind that uplift and in . nell, Misliou, MeCIuskey and lott have more would have taken advantage of for the various objections trainers hav
the hardships she underwent on the
are listed at |*7S,980.09.
spire and pictures in the1 home1 help completed their High School course the roads and good weather on Sun ing voiced ever since the sport com
French front and which almost proved
The schedule shows that many ac
to form the ideals and characters ol and may their splendid records he day had they known of it. Tin* road menced against early racing for tlmir
fatal to the mother of the Salvation
(*mulated by tie* players who succeed going south is somewhat narrower on
counts were contracted by HitchingB
our children.
stables.
Except under unusual cir
Armv lassies, whose smile was ever
them.
the east side than on tin* west, but cumstances three is the utmost num
in association with George W. Moore
The books and magazines so care
The Fort Fairfield has file following ever so then* is plenty of room for
o f Buritan, Oregon and Fred T. Moore |as ready as a Pan of hot <loushm,ts fully selected by the committee show
ber of heats to be rated under this
for
America's
fighting
boys.
relating
to the game;
passing.
o f Port Huron, Mich. The list of crediplan, as the name implies and in pra< But Ma Sheppard is going to send, the possibilities of our Public Library.
It was Gettysburg. Waterloo, Man
tora makes tbe longest document of
A few years aao there was a gentle >ice this was declared to lie a l advat as she put it. the best representative The Nature* Books, so at tnicti vely ilia Bay. Verdun and flu* Marne, all
ite kind filed in tbe district court in
man
and his wife here fr<mi Philadel tage for early season racing us it was
written
and
illustrated
cannot
fail
to
r o l l e d into one. with Fort Fairfield at
of which she knows. That is her hus
years, covering many long typewritten
the unfortunate mid in every cast*, that phia who made tin* trip from Van argued, it would do away with the pos
make*
our
children
love
the
birds
and
abeeta and containing the names of band, the Brigadier.
the Fort Fairfield High School team Buren to St. Jolin following tin* river sibility of getting into a long drawnBrigadier Sheppard will he accom flowers and out of door filings, serv found at Houlton Tuesday afternoon
m ariy *00 creditors most of whom reall the way and after reaching the lat- out six or perhaps a seven heat race
panied by Miss Helen Chobanian, the ing the three-fold purposes of giving in the second came for the champi on
djNjji In Capac, Mich. Tbe largest ereter city he wrote the TIMES that in at tlx* outset which would take the
great
pleasure,
teaching
valuable
ship of Arostool: county against the
pretty Armenian lassie who is now
Mftgte'fa Bated at 10,447 and there are
Houlton High School team. ’Pin* Houl all of his trips land he had traveled "zip" out of tlx* best trotter or pacer
knowledge
and
keeping
our
children
OllMfS dllted at several thousand dol- studying pharmacy at the Poor Man’s occupied with good things which keeps ton boys got 12 scores and tin* Fort extensively i he had never seen the in tlx* country for the best part if not
Hospital preparatory to serving in one
Fairfield boys not any.
How did if equal of this one for scenery and fair all season.
!ara.
of the Army’s leper colonies in the them nearer tie* Great God in Na happen? We d o n ’t know, except the
$ 1 * Items ranging from a few cents Orient. Miss Chobanian, who is a ture and away from evil influences. Houlton boys battl'd Good badly and roads, but with tin* improvement in
Some interesting correspondence
oanb to thousands of dollars are listed singer and an instrumentalist, is a Tin* Mother Play books, music, good couldn’t Hit the Houlton pitcher to the roads in this section during the from W. H. Gocher. secretary of the
as **bank deposits” and are supposed refugee from the infamous massacres fiction and hooks for parents also man\ amount to much. You c a n ’t, always past few years, the trip is ideal from National Trotting Association, with
any standpoint, and one which will lx* the Fredericton Park Association has
to ropreiont sums due to depositors in of Armenia more than a score of years story books and magazines for chi! tel in advance about a ball game.
popular the coming season when peo given some concrete illustrations of
*n imrtitutlon conducted at one time
ago. She, too, is a veteran of the dron wort* shown. Parents may ob
ple
learn of the beauties of it.
by Hitching*, George W. Moore and
LAWN PARTY
just how the three-heat plan works
_
... .
#
, World War for she served for many tain Books for Children by amply ask
ing
tbe
libran
committee
for
them.
out, how the money is divided, what
Tin* Lawn Party given on the
* *
M
,r° “ : months with the French and British
w hich plkce Hitehings recently moved
The Infant exhibit in charge of Mrs. grounds of the Madigan Memorial LITTLETON TRUNK
happened about the winnings of horses
troops on the Flanders front.
t o Caribou.
that are distanced, and other rulings
From New England Headquarters Mollie Putnam was very attractive Hospital Wednesday was a decided
LINE CONTRACT LET that will he carefully scanned by fol
Tbe bankrupt petitioner has no real also will go a quintette of picked mu showing that the most simple house success in every way and a good sum
Tlx* Greenwood Construction Co. of lowers of racing. Section 3 of rule 5
oatate no cash on band, no stock in sicians of the New England Headquar can have dainty and convenient things was realized; during the lata* after
tm do, no stocks, bonds, notes or debts ters Staff Band. This will include 14- to care for baby. The exhibit of Toys noon a sudden shower caused souk* in Skowhegan who have the contract and of the National Trotting Association’s
4n # cn open account, as shown in the year old “ Billy” Parkins, who is noted that educate in charge of Mrs. Fannie conveniences as tin* tables were all are building the Trunk line road from regulations says: "A three-heat plan
Houlton north have been awarded the race is an event limited to three heats,
•cbednle filed.
throughout New England Command as Peabody was unusually good, showing set for supper, however after a short
contract
for building the Trunk line with the money divided as in the pub
the many attractive toys that furnish time it cleared up and all went well.
the youngest and best cornetist.
through Littleton.
pleasure
and
instruction
at
the
same
lished conditions, less 10% of the
Mesdumes Pierce, Madigan. Lawlis
The Northern Divisional Headquar
This will cover one of the worst purse which shall be awarded to the
and Donovan who had charge of the arters In which jurisdiction Houlton is time.
The Club House Committee met at will be represented by the Divisional
The food exhibit gave food values rangments deserve a great deal of pieces between Houlton and the nortli- horse standing best in the summary
j ern part of the county and when comthe heme o f Mrs. Ed bald on Pleasant Commander Major Albert E. Widgery and suggestive meals for children. credit for the success of the affair.
except in the event of three horses
' pleted will give about 30 miles of irn- each winning a heat. In this event
steed Monday afternoon and arrang who will go up from Portland. Staff showing that meals may he appetizing
Those who had charge of the vari
ed to have a picnic on Wednesday the Captain Armstrong and other mem healthful and nourishing at the same ous boths were: Hot Dog Booth—Mrs. 1proved highway in one stretch or as they shall go a fourth heat to deter
r far as Mars Hill,, as the Littleton mine the winner. Should one horse
itth tn d at Crescent Park.
bers of the Divisional Staff will ac time if rightly selected. The Houlton J. A. Donovan, Mrs. J. M. Pierce, Mrs.
piece when completed will join the only win one heat, he shall be declar
Thera w ill be coffee cream and bak company the Major.
High school senior girls prepared this Gpo E. Dunn, Miss Beatrice Putnam.
piece
in Monticello whieh was built ed the winer. If two horses each win
ed beano furnished by the committee,
exhibit, directed by Miss Mulcaster
Ice (’ ream Booth—Mrs. P. L. B. Ebtwo years ago and finished last year. ; a heat and make a dead heat they shall
aad It la rsaueoted that the club mem
and Miss Emma Pearce.
bett, Miss Betty Hume.
W. C. T. U.
As soon as the present new work is ! go a fourth heat to determine the win
bers w ill bring well filled baskets and
Many leaflets and pamphlets of liter
Soft Drink Booth— Mrs. Geo. A.
On Thursday, June 24th at the ature valuable to parents, contributed
! completed above the B road the d e-; ner.”
♦h** they w ill come early so as to
Wilson. Jr.
tour will probably be changed from
h svo tha dinner served as near the meeting of the W. C. T. U., the annual by the government at Washington and
Candy Booth - Misses Claire. Browne
This rule explains itself pretty well,
the Foxcroft road to the Ridge road
was distributed
noon hour as possible. It will also be election of officers took place all the |
Lydia Rideout.
but Mr. Gocher has sent along, in
: via B road and Littleton station.
necessary for each person to bring officers being re-elected: President, j
committee in charge of Baby
Supper tables— M rs. W a l t e r B.
structions as to the division of the
Mrs. Margaret Pennington; 1st V ice -^ y eek was Mrs.. Emma Archibald. Clark, Mrs. H. B. F. Jervis. Mrs. F. H.
such dishes as th e may need.
monies. “ In three-heat plan races,”
Let all com e, and help to make the President, Mrs. Isabelle Daggett; 2nd ; chairman who wishes to thank the doc- Jackson, Mrs. P. N. Ward, Mrs. J. G.
he writes: “ If a horse standing for
FLYER FOR BIG
day one o f pleasure and long to be Vice-President, Mrs. Marie Whiteside; i tors> dentist, nurses, the lad ies who Potter
money is distanced the amount that
CELEBRATION JULY 5-6
3rd Vice-President, Mrs. E. L. Cleve called at the homes of the babies in
Supper Committee— Mrs. Arnold,!
would have been awarded him in the
land; 4th Vice-President, Mrs. A. E. vite them to the parade and examina
HAS ARRIVED heat in which he was distanced goes
Mrs. Hussey, Mrs. E. B. Leighton, Mrs.
Astle; Vice-President at large, Mrs. tions, the merchants for their window
P. Doherty.
There can be no dissapointment for to the winner, less whatever deduc
Mary McNair; Honorary Vice-Presi displays, those who helped with the
I After supper an enjoyable musical the thousands who will attend the big tions are made under the published
dent, Mrs. Margaret McKay; Cor. and Sunday Mass Meeting. Mr. Churchill
- program of vocal and instrumental se- ( celebration here July 5th and 6th in conditions.” It thus is shown that
The members ot the various Odd Rec. Secretary, Mrs. Jennie Dunn, for procuring the moving picture “ Our j lections was given, which was follow-1 regard the flying machine as it arrived j every heat is a race in itself—except
Fellows lodges from this and other j Assist. Secretary, Mrs. Annie Barnes; Children,” the Camp Fire girls for
! ed by dancing, the music for which Saturday and has been unloaded.
that heat records are not win race recAroostook county towns who went to j Treasurer, Mrs. Annie Crockett. Su- “ Tag Day’’ work, all the exhibit com
' was furnished by the “ Us Bovs" Jazz ' Domenjoz the aviator comes highly ords unless the horse eventually tops
W oodstock to enjoy the hospitality of j perintendent of department work will mittees, those who helped register tlx
Orchestra.
i recommended and his feats high in 1the summary at the end of the race
Carlton Lodge, I. O. O. F. at their an be appointed by the executive commit-! babie8 and all others who helped with 1 To those who in anyway helped to the air will thrill his spectators.
and thus gets the race winner’s 10 per
nual FM d day, report a splendid time tee.
the program of Baby Week.
|make the affair the success it was, the j Every body come to Houlton’s big- cent bonus, or whatever you wish tc
The meetings of the W. C. T. U. have
Horse rating, field sports, band con
committee is deeply grateful.
gest celebration and see what the com -; call it. In a three-heat plan race for
cert, tU P m , etc. gave everybody an been adjourned till September.
Mrs. C. M. Milliken arrived in Houl
mittee has prepared for your enter- 1$300 purse, therefore there is $90 racogjbrtnntty to enjoy tbe outing to his
ton last week to visit her husbands
The automobile touring season is tainment.
j ed for in each heat and it is divided
ifkteffU' • •
Arthur O. Putnam left Friday for relatives. Capt. C. Mort Milliken has now at its height and many foreign
The biggest street parade ever a t-} in accordance with the condition—at
Tfc# flfffctr was held at Connell Park New Haven, Conn., to attend a meet been stationed in New Haven since
cars pass through our streets daily. tempted, fast horse racing, free vaude the M. & M. Circuit tracks it is 50, 25,
which la one o f the most beautiful ing of the Winchester Arms Co. deal the war, but is on temporary duty for
On Thursday so large was the crowd ville acts, flying trip both days, big 15 and 10 per cent—and the balance,
spate In this section o f the county. It ers and will be a guest of the company the present and later Capt. Milliken
of visitors that the Snell House had midway in fact a hundred and one at $30, goes to the winner of the race,
in t fu r t M that nearly 8000’ people for several days, who have arranged will join his wife before starting for
every room let and every bed in the tractions to entertain on the two big there being no deduction made from,
wore In attendance.
a fine program for their entertainment. his new post.
days.
house occupied.
this amount.

lh a Put Off for Not Paying
Fare Confesses—Would
“Get Even”

* ,

CHILD WELFARE
AND BABY WEEK

AROOSTOOK TIMES

Much Fine Highway Over
Which Beautiful Scenery
Can Be Observed

Houlton High School
is County Champion
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made and preserved to us, and we mind is a good sign of development.
To be a good mother is to fulfill the Such a child should be guided, not
W ILL TH EY DO IT?
should not forget that before many Remember that what seem very fool noblest ideal of God. Someone once driven.
It
was
recently
announced
by
high
Established April 13, 1860
authorities in the garment trade, that years pass, tne boys who made the ish to you may be of vital importance said that he knew many mothers
ALL THE HOME NEW8
sacrifices that these did will all have to your child.
whose children were well washed, well
Published every Wednesday morning next fall styles of women’s clothes
* * *
scolded, well dressed and well whipped
would be so radically changed that answered the call and left us, and the
by the Times Publishing Co.
There are those who waste life in but few whose children were inspired
women would be ashamed to wear duties that these faithful men have
attended to on the annual Decoration running about the world offering and it certainly takes grace to lead
their old garments.
~~ " CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
is the root of much weakness and
In times when prices were reason day will fall to others, if the obser matches to fellow pilgrims they be such a life before the children that
hinders progress and growth.
' Subscription in U. S. 61.6C per year able, the garment trade might pur- vance of Decoration day is to be kept lieve to he in the dark while their own they will be inspired. Such a mother
in advance; in Canada $2.00 in advance suade some millions of women to dis up.
lamps are unlighted. Keep your own must be wise and patient and good-na
Single copies five cents
Locally the observance did not mea lamps in good working order and you tured and serene, always ready to
card clothes long before they were
the world-kunous ton ic-food , §
Advertising rates based upon guaran worn out, on the ground that they were sure up with those of former years for will not need to urge, others to avoid comfort and help without losing herowing
to
a
hitch
in
the
arrangements
is
th e natural enemy o f mal
the
darkness.
They
will
see
the
radi-:
self
control.
out
of
style.
But
in
these
times
when
teed paid in advance circulation
nutrition and weakness.
women have been boiling with indigna very few took part in the ceremonies, ance you cast and it will be a more j if yOU have good, healthy children,
Sntered at the Post Office at Houltou tion about prices, it will not be so wherein years to come, the logical or- convincing argument than a thousand ; fuu Gf animal spirits, be thankful for
Scott*s*three or four times
tor circulation at second-class
daily builds strength—helps
easy. Compelling them to throw away I ganization to continue this observance sermons.
Make yourself before you j jt even if they do make more noise
postal rates.
J~ive malnutrition away
g
half worn clothes just the same as j would be the American Legion, to attempt to make others.
; sometimes than it seems possible to
>U_j^_jSovvrie;_Bloom&gld. N.J. gQ-QsE
doubling the price.
j whom it would naturally fall and be* * *
! bear, for the weak and nervous child
A ll Subscriptions are DI8CONYIN*
Mrs. Charles G. Ryan, state fa ir: fore another Decoration day comes we
Make a home; beautify andadorn j is tenfold more of a problem.
In
UED at expiration
price commissioner of Nebraska, urges j hope to see the Legion co-operate with it; cultivate all heavenly charms with-j training a nervous child a great miswomen to refuse to buy clothing if ■those of the G. A. R. who are left and in it; sing sweeter songs of love in it; ! take is often made in thinking that BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
THE FIR8T THOU8AND
they change markedly in style or are |make the day what is always has been ' bear you portion of toil, and pain, and j strength can come through opposition,
TIME TABLE
Corrected to June 28, 1920
held
at
high
prices.
and
what
it
ought
to
be.
I
sorrow
in
it;
learn
daily
lessons
of
—
The government, the banks and the
Trains Dally Except Sunday
While this policy may cause tem
strength and patience there; shine like
business community, are urging the
From H O U L T O N
Parents are land marks and little a star on the face of the darkest night
DOUBLY PROVEN
8.21 a. m —For Fort Fairfield, Oarbiou
people to save money and relieve the porary hardship to retail trade, yet it
Limestone and Van Buren.
over it. High on the pinnacle above
e x itin g stringency. But many people would seem that the merchants would ones copy them.
Houlton Readers Can No Longer
9.38 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
approve
it.
They
suffer
severely
from
*
*
*
all earthly grandeur, all gaudy glitter
have made it their lifelong custom to
Doubt the Evidence
|
Boston.
the constant alterations of style as j The plant of happiness cannot thrive all fancied ambitions, set the home in
•pend money as fast as they get it.
11.15 a. m.—For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
they constantly have to reduce prices j without an air of cheerfulness,
This Houlton citizen testified long
Kent, Washburn, Presque,
terests. Feed the mind in it; feed the
Some people look at economy as
below costs in order to get rid of
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
soul
in
it;
strengthen
the
love
and
i
ago.
•tlnstaeM. You can find plenty of peo
i Keep a close eye on the man whose
and Mapleton.
goods that are slightly passee.
Told
of
quick
relief—of
undoubted
charity, and truth, and all holy and
ple who look with contempt on a man
wife is afraid to ask him for money
[ 12.40 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou.
The cost of women’s clothing is in I
benefit.
good things within it.
* * *
1.35 p. m.—For Greenville, Bangor, Port
who blacks his own boots or wears
creased by the many women and girls
The facts are now confirmed
land and Boston.
Our achievements are less than our
plain clothing.
with whom dress is about the first intentions usually. Let us aim high.
“ The sancitv of the marriage rela-1 Such testimony is complete—the 6.55 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren.
But people who have learned to save consideration in life. They are ambi
7.05 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
tion must not be broken by divorce,’’ ! evidence conclusive.
Buffet Sleeping Car Van Bur
money soon find that the possesion of tious to shine in society and attract
Good appearances may be pleasant says seedy sentiment, no m atter; It forms convincing proof of merit.
en to Boston.
reserve gives more satisfaction than attention. The only way to do it that
but solid realities are safer and more though the ever-present specter of j
Due H O U L T O N
is obtained by the things they could they know of, is to spend a lot of
comfortable.
bruises, wounds, perhaps of a fearful j Mrs. M. H. Small. 9 Smyrna St., 8.11 a. m.—From Boston, Portland Ban
buy with the same money. It gives money on clothes, and constantly ap
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
* * *
death, may hang over the head of the j says: “ I have used Doan’s Kidney
to Van Buren.
them a sense of security, it makes it pear in rich and costly novelties. Sen
There is no work so humble that victim, she should walk unswervingly ! Pills off and on for the last three
9.34 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou
possible to engage in business enter sible women dislike these extrava faithfulness in it will not be noticed
by the side of the despisable brute, years' whenever I have felt that I
and Fort Fairfield.
prises. They are not tied down to gances. Yet sometimes they have to and rewarded.
whose brawnv hand, nerved by rum or noe(*ec^ a knidney remedy. I have nev- 12.35 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
their weekly pay envelope if there is compete with them or appear wholly
* * V
gor and Greenville.
reasonless passion, may at any time i or use<1 an>'thinS that helPed as much 1.29 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
a strong reason for some business out of the game. But the body of
Evory man’s life is a failure who
as
Doan’s
Kidney
Pills.”
j
strike flown her frail form. The man
Fort Fairfield.
change.
women who refuse to be dictated to does not try to do something to leave who lays his hand upon a woman save
2.50
p.
m.—From
St. Frances, Fort Kent,
CONTINUED CONFIDENCE
The first thousand comes the hard by the light minded, is in a large m a-: the world richer than he found it.
Van Buren, W a s h b u r n .
I
in way of kindness, deserves no com
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
est. Once a man has accumulated jority. More and more they insist on j
Five years later, Mrs. Small said: I
*
No matter how small a sin is, ex- panion but eternal banishment from
6.48 p. m.—From Boston, Portland and
that, the regular dividend checks are sane and conservative and economi
“
Dean’s
Kidney
Pills
have
done
fine
Bangor.
|amine its tracks and you will find that her very presence.
a constant incentive to keep on doub cal slytes.
work during the past few years, when 6.55 p. m.—From Van Puren, Limestone,
t * *
1
they
point
straight
toward
the
pit
ling it.
ever I have used them for signs of
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
One day. when someone asked a lit
kidney weakness.
I hold Doan’s in i Time tables giving complete information
GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC* This is a busy world, but don’t let
tle child what she considered mothers
the same high esteem as I did when I may be abtained at ticket offices.
The Maine department of the Grand j it keep you so busy that you cannot
A GOOD HABIT
good for, she replied:
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
first endorsed them.”
j General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
0 The Inadequate supply of credit is Army of the Republic which held its , find time to asorb some of the sweet
“ Why, you see, God couldn’t be
. one o f the fundamental difficulties in annual encampment in Augusta last *ness out of life. Satan finds mischief everywhere and so he just had to make
60c, at all dealers.
Foster-Milburn ,
the business situation. It creates high week represents some 1800 Maine |for idle hands but he also puts discon mothers.”
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
i
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
rates o f Interest and thus discourage men who were a part of the momen- j tented and selfish thoughts into over
tous events of the years from 1861 to j
enterprise.
worked brains.
* * *
*
W hile economy and avoidance of 1865. Through the lapse of nearly!
MISS MARY BURPEE
•peculation are necessary fully to sol sixty years which separates those j Too many of us put too much depen
SOPRANO
ve this problem, the habit, of paying stirring days from the present the j dence on the future. We live always
Teacher
of Singing
cash on the part of the public would soldiers who came hack have kept for next month or next year. Man’s
Studio Room 27, Mansur Blk., Houlton
the
faith
and
despite
failing
strength
j
most precious possession is today for
do almost as much. The credit habit
Telephone 292-J
That’s what you're doing every time you take new unknown remedies,
ties up a vast amount of the country’s and thinning ranks, have lived close j the future may never be his. Nor is
for
which
marvelous
claims
are
made.
Your
health
%
resources, it acts as a drag on all busi to the principles they vowed to up-; it any better to dream always of the < nsk in questionable experiments, especially when your drug- P
DR. JOHN 0 . WILLEY
past. Feet stumble and hands are* use
ness, and is a charge adding to all hold.
gist always hasj the tned and tested “ L. F,” Atwood's
The vivid scenes that were enacted less when the eye is looking backOsteopathic Physician
living costs. Never before was there
TJP8 worthY old remedy well deserves
on the fields of the South will never j wan,
Phone 244
Hours: 9 to 12-2 to 5
estabHshwf1100 that 60 years °* unchanging quality have
such a need for the cash habit.
pass
from
the
memories
of
those
who
;
New
Masonic
Bldg.
HOULTON
If every person here in Houlton
first
8tomach disorder, biliousness, or
were
in
them,
but
the
passing
of
time
The
best
manor
of
judging
the
worth
would pay his debts for home and per
headache, one or two teaspoonfuls o f “ L. F ” win auickly
restore normal conditions to your digestive organs. Small
JOHN M. BROWN
sonal supplies, and others so far as has mercifully dimmed the horrors of of amusement is by their after effects
& 8^ ken 5egi larI? i
maintain a healthy condition
possible, if everyone would resolve to war with a softening haze. The phys on the nerves and spirit. True amuse
Land and Lumber Surveyor
that wiH ward off colds and disease. Get a bottle today
pay cash at times of purchase, it would ical hurts of the soldiers have long ment ought to be, as the word indi
and keep a supply always on hand. Large bottle, 50 cents.
Candidate for County Commissioner
release a very large amount of money since become only scars but the emp cates, recreation-- something that re
PortlandneMainefree
sample
from
the
“
LF
”
Medicine
Co.)
Eagle Lake, Maine
now held up in credits. The merchant ty sleeves and artificial limbs have freshes turns us out anew, rests the
who now has to borrow a large sum through all the years been silent wit body and the mind hy change, and
to offset the amount that the public nesses of the fierceness of their strug give cheerfulness and alacity to our re
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
turn to duty.
owes, could pay off his loans incurred gles.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
* * *
In spite of years and impaired health
for that purpose.
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
Do not waste your vitality and time
. That would release many thousands the G. A. R. is in spirit as young and
o f dollars that could be loaned to the sturdy as ever and^has gone on record in anxiety about your neighbors' spir
Use only three level tea
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thorntoa
Develop
farm ers and business men to move the with this proud resolve “ That the itual or moral condition.
spoonfuls
for
five
cups
yourself
inprally
and
spiritually,
then
Grand
Army
of
the
Republic
shall
live
SHAW & THORNTON
crops and finance productive enter
ATTORNEYS
prises. The result would be to reduce as long as one comrade remains upon you can lie of real help to others. You j
were sent here to make the best me
Prompt attention to all business
rates of Interest. The interest charge this earth!”
The address of the Maine Depart of your spirit and mind. Unless you
Houlton,
Maine
that has to be made against the price
Probate matters have Special
o f all commodities could be made les3. ment commander voiced the same spir do this it is useless for you to attempt
to benefit others. If you do this your
Attention
That would reduce prices appreciably. it when he said:
“
The
fact
that
we
were
saved
in
the
evample
will be an inspiration and a
A lso the lowering of rates of interest
would tend to restore Liberty bonds to midst of so many perils should be a guide.
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
solemn admonition to us to so order
their orginal value.
D EN TI8T
Never turn away a child when he
If the same thing were done all over our lives that when the final sum
Fogg Block
the country, it would go far of itself mons comes we may march down to comes to you for comfort and sym
Sold o n ly In sealed packages
to cure the business troubles. The the dark river across which stretches pathy in a childish grievance and then
DR. W. B. ROBEN
eolation o f the business problem fs the Invisible pontoon, with a firm and expect him to love you and confide in
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
not ao much more money and credit, unfaltering faith that on the other side you when he reaches the difficulties of
186
Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block
as making the existing money and there is no enemy to dispute the pas mature life. And when they ask too
Tel. 156
Houlton, Maine
many
questions
try
not
to
grow
impa
sage.”
credit work faster. Paying cash would
It is of such sublime faith and firm tient with them. They learn only Indo it.
determination that this nation was asking question and an inquiring
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TEA"is good tea

THE OUTLOOK IN MEXICO
A ffslrs In M exico are, necessarily,
In s state of flux, and must remain
so until after the elections in August
and September, which are to give the
republic a new Congress and a new
President. But there is a pretty gen
eral agreement among diplomatic rep
resentatives and the representatives
o f American and other business inter
ests In M exico that the leaders now in
control are well disposed toward the
United States, and intend studiously to
protect lives and property of Ameri
can residents.
Gen. Alvaro Obregon, whose elec
tion as President next September is
universally expected, is reported by
an American correspondent as say
ing that foremost among his policies
vrlll be an earnest effort tt> establish
the closest possible relationship with
the United States. It will be his pur
pose, he explains, to iron out all ex
isting differences, and to protect the
liv es and honestly acquired properties
•of all persons or corporationh of what
ever citizenship. It is his hope to help
to bring about the strongest sort of an
understanding between the United
States and all the Latin-American
states, and to make a united front not
-only against European, but also
against Par Eastern interference in
purely North American and South
American affairs. Already, an unoffi
cial representative of the Mexican de
facto government is on his way to
Hew York, for a conference with
American petroleum Interests, in the
hope o f flindlng a middle ground for
th e eettlement o f differences; and the
selection o f Miguel Covarrubias, form
erly Mexican ambassador at London,
and an experienced diplomat well
known In this country, as minister of
foreign affairs of Mexico, Is regarded
as auguring well for the intentions
o f the provisional government.
Altogether there are the best of rea
sons fo r crediting the new government
sHth eiacere purposes and for refjratttaE from any acts or words that
%Mfet f i n d in the way of a friendly
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QVICTORIA

The TR AN S-CAN AD A LIMITED
j\

Lexington
'Minute Man Six

N ew D a ily -A.ll-Sleeping£-Gar T rain

Making the fastest time between
terminals of any transcontinental train
in America, and saving a business day
in reaching Winnipeg and the cities to
the Pacific Coast.

Fort W illiam in 30 hours, Winnipeg
in 41, Regina in 51, Calgary in 65, and
Vancouver in 92 hours.
Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.) at
5.00 p.m. daily, and Toronto at 9.00
p.m. daily. (Eastern Standard Time.)

Lim ited to Sleeping-Car Passengers only
(Except parlor-car passengers between M ontreal and Ottawa)

is here for immediate delivery

To purchase sleeping-car space, apply to any agent of the

C A N A D I A N
No Oil Cups
No Grease Cups
No Universal Joints
No Brake Rods— 16 in. Brake Drums
Frame—1% in. Channel
Two-way Lights
Dual-Exhaust
122 in. Wheel Base
32x4 Cord Equipment

HOTEL VANCOUVER.

P A C IF IC

R A I L W A Y

W H E R E TO ST A Y
En route to the Pacific Coast you
should stay at Canadian Pacific
hotels. There is no better standard
of hotel accom nodation in Canada.'
Besides the city hotels pictured
below, which are open all the year
round, there are others that appeal
to holiday travellers picturesquely
situated in the magnificent Cana
dian Pacific Rockies— at Banff,
Lake Louise, Emerald Lake, Glacier
and Sicamous.
PALUSER. - CALGARY

— Other Special Features— See the Car-----

Hand&Harrington
Dealers

Cates Garage

EMPRESS HOTEL
VICTORIA

ROYAL ALEXAN DR A' WINNIPEG' -

PLACE V IG O t' MONTREAL
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Most of the students go to the col
Christmas orders began to come in, cashews. She is making glace nuts
other’s flank, but the result, though it
Mrs. Woodruff is amused.
saved the ports and determined the lege from farms where the chief pro not only from that particular drug and spiced nuts, and recently she add
“ Didn’t I ever have anything dis
whole future course of our campaign duct is grain. The courses given seek store and from particular friends and ed a Brazil-cracking department in
Free Baptist
couraging
happen?” she repeats. And
in the west, made Ypres the most dan not only to give them better under well-wishers but from other stores and which she cracks Brazil nuts and sells ;
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
standing of the problems of grain pro from a great many people of whom the meats to wholesale bakers’ supply- j then, still amused, she adds, “ Why,
gerous point in the British lines.
M essing service at 10.30 A. M'.
there was time and time again that
___ _ school at 12.00 M.
The second critical time was in the duction but also to widen their inter she had never heard before. It soon houses.
Snaday
Younfl People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. spring of 1915, when the Germans de- ests and to diversify their activities became abvious that even by working
For a long time she was her own j you couldn’t see over the mountains
__ __
RvsAljif senrlce et 7.00 P. M.
livered their first gas attacks in the when they return to their farms. The early and late she could not possibly buyer and salesman and general man-; or discouragements
to anything en.
ftytrlml music by choir.
north side of the city. This was an at- extent of the technical knowledge, and get out the Christmas orders without ager. But now she has several salesCholr practice Monday nights.
tempt to turn Ypres on the north and the diversity of practical skill that a help. She employed a young girl with men, one of whom devotes his entire | co^ragin& >eyond.
I suppose one has got to take her
A ll are cordially Invited to come and the 8pring made an indent on the farmer can effectively use may seem the understanding that she would be time to the work.
w°rd
for it. But on the suface it does
large
to
any
one
used
to
the
minute
needed
only
for
the
Christmas
season.
All of which I think sounds too easy
Beer the Rev. Mr. Jenkinsnorth side corresponding to the indent
But the anticipated Christmas slump to be true. Things like that don’t real not seem as if her career had been a
Veeeday night church prayer and made in the preceding autumn on the subdivision of labor in other indus
vale of trials.
praise Service.
south. The Ypres salient was now a tries. The isolation of the farm makes did not come. On the contrary, re ly happen in the business world of to
military nightmare. Cold reason would it impracticable to employ the me gardless of season the business stead day, with success so smooth and quick
Church of the Good Shepherd
have counselled its abandonment, but chanical trades for the many small ily increased. So hot only was the and perfect, and so farreaching ex
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
sentiment and loyalty forbade. Ypres odd pobs of repaid and alteration that first girl kept, but a second one was pectations and ambitions. And yet
Sunday Services
there it is, for any one who wants to
became a symbol, a sort of wraith such require to be done about the farm. So employed.
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
By the following April the home kit investigate, as true as true can be.
as the gods and godesses in Homer the typical farmer is his own engineer.
ii> « on the first Sunday in the
“ Didn’t you ever have anything dis
used to make of a favorite hero, round He must needs be his own manager, chen proved too small for the now
month at 10.30
whom the battle would continue to carpenter and sometimes his own very flourishing little business, and couraging happen?” you ask Mrs.
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
rage with fury after they had rapt his veterinary surgeon. Nor can he know j the big, airy basement of the house, Woodruff.
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
corporate presence away to a place of too much about soil management, the with its southern exposure, was turn
Sunday School at noon
peculiarities of different crops, the na ed into a workshop and equipped for
greater safety.
First Baptist
The next crisis in the history of the ture and habits of weeds or the feed the V. V. Salted Nut business.
And then by October 1917 that thriv
Court S t
salient came in the autumn of 1917. ing breeding and care of live stock.
ing
infant industry, which was grow
If
he
is
to
succeed
financially
he
must
Rev. Heery 0 . Spee<V, pastor.
The decision to make the offensive
10.3# morning worship with sermon against Passchendaele had many mo know something about markets and ing almost uncomfortably fast, had to
13.00 Bible School with classes for tives. One was the desire to escape transportation.
The aim of these be moved again, this time to a large
once you taste to know how
from the torture of a position in which courses in agriculture is to supply as garage in the rear of Mrs, Woodruff’s
good, how wholesome, how
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. our every movement was under obser much of this knowledge and skill as home. Her employees now numbered
ten.
>.## gospel song service and sermon. vation and in which life was only a possible.
totally different is
AM Aftermoetlag.
Soon after the college was inaugu
She had begun with ten pounds of
precarious death. Our valor <in de
Tuesdsj evening at 7.30 mid-week fending Ypres in autumn and in hold rated it was found advisable to in nuts. It wasn’t so very long before
prayer service.
ing on to a position which was, from clude home economics in th£ curricul- j she was turning out a hundred pounds
Choir rehearsal sack Tuesday even the military point of view, almost in um. There are business questions of of nuts and then it wasn’t so very long
ing at tha eleaa o f the regular prayer conceivably bad, had been stinging farm management, marketing, and before it was a hundred pounds a day.
meeting.
She thought at first she was salting
the army to distraction for the better tariff which the farmer wants to un
First Congregational
part of two years. Another motive derstand. There are problems of nuts for Flushing, N. Y., but now she
T h e C r a c k e r th a t S a tis fies .
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
was the old ambition of outflanking country life, since the farmer has not finds that she is salting nuts for the
Morning service at 10.30.
the Germans in Belguim, expressed so only to make a living, but to live, in United States; instead of that one
A most desirable food— with meals or between: for the little
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Bible brilliantly by Lord French’s transfer the country. The farm is not only the drug-store in Flushing, she now is
ones
or little ones grown u p : befo e or after work or play:
classes for men and women.
ence of the British army to Flanders business location. It is also the place sellingto drug-stores everwhere, and
__
■
ALL
ways, Anytime.
Yeung Peoples meeting at 6.16 p. m. in the autumn of 1914. It was the Bri of residence of the family. Evidently to wholesale grocers as well, and con
Evening service at 7 p. m.
Frankly you will never be with----------tish army’s idea of a "way round” in the agricultural college of the future fectionery jobbers and retail dealers
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at ubstitution for the “ breakthrough” must concern itself with teaching and to delicatessen stores and to ca
out a supply once anybody in your {jj
ONEfOOKO
home gets acquainted.
J
Reties of the offensives in France. more than the art and science of pro terers.
7.8#.
One of her most important custom
The offensive toward Passchendaele, duction.
Methodist Episcopal
F. L. JONES CO.
You will find JONES*
Housekeeping has taken its place ers was the Salvation Army. And dur
Com er School and Military Streets. it was supposed, would give us a po
PILOT BREAD totally
sition from which we could dominate among the profesions. Instruction is ing the war she sent off in a single or- !
Mev. Thomas W hiteside, Pastor.
different, too.
10.30 a. m Public W orship with sermon the coast and force the Germans to given in the fundamental principles der five tons of salted nuts for over- ;
Buy
of your neighborhood dealer.
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ abandon it.
and practice of foods and cooking. In seas shipment for the Salvation Army, j
ised and Graded Classes for all.
Manufactured by
The Passchendaele offensive was terior and exterior arrangements of JThe Government of the United States |
2.80 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
r/ucTvt*x°
F.
L.
Jones
Co., Bangor, Me.
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class. drowned in rain and smothered in mud. the home, the health and general well j was another esteemed customer, and !
Cracker
(Baker»
100
years.
11.73 PICWRtNO S 0 M «
#.16 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting It imposed on the British army pro being of its inmates, textiles and fa -: in the spring of 1919 she sold her Gov- j
under the auspices of the Epworth bably the most awful trials that physi brics and dairying, horticulture and ernment over a million five-cent pack- I
Dealers supplied these most popular
League.
crackers by wholesale grocers at
I
cal endurance and moral resolution has poultry raising are among the sciences ages.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
Presque Isle, Bangor or Portland, Me.
She began with salted peanuts, and j
ever been subjected to, and it is now taught.
with vested chorus choir
The
college
is
also
equipped
with
j
now besides peanuts she is salting al- J
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every generally agreed that human flesh and
THIS is the package to buy.
Tuesday evening.
blood ought never to have been sub an experimental building. Farmers monds, Brazil nuts, walnuts, pecans, ‘
Chrlstlsn Science
jected to these trials. Made in the and prospective farmers are beginning I filberts, pignolias, pistachios a n d
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian spring the attack might have had a to ask questions which they very na- j
When Visitors Come to
Churoh. 11 A. M.
better chance of achieving decisive re turally expect the college to be able
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
Your
H ouse this Summer—
to
answer.
They
are
daily
sending
sults, but Passchendaele by autumn
Unitarian
- Don’t put up with pains
had become a military superstition. samples of tainted water and noxious
and misery o f bunions—
Military Street at Kelleran
The heroic symbol of Ypres was devel weeds to be analized, identified and
it’s entirely unnecessary
Preaching Service regularly every oping into military totemism. Immed diagnosed. The answers are publish
;
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
iately after the end of this offensive ed weekly in many farm journals
Serve the reel, old-fsshioned Creem
will relieve the pain—take out
Two years ago mongrel hens were | the
In March on the 7th and 21st.
the brilliant victory of the first battle
•weliinir and norenoM and re
o f Tsrtar Biscuits piping h ot! Y ou r
store th ■ joint to normal aize Juat
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 of Cambrai showed us the way.
mated at the college with pure Plym -,
like irettimr new feet. Yon’ll be
guests sre looking forward esgsrly
turp.-in.'d at the reeulta
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
The last crisis in the history of outh Rock cockrels. One hen from 1
G u aranteed to estiafy fQQ 9T
to eating them* Keep on hand
your money back.
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W Ypres came in the spring of 1918, with this experiment laid 235 eggs last j
O. F. FRENCH & SON
the German offensive on the Lys. In year. Many of them were laid when
Cor. Court & Main Strs.
the offensive the object of the Germ the temperature was 25 degress below
There are at present 10,000
ans was to enlarge the salient on the zero.
Ypres was a continuous battle south side of Ypres, to break through fowls on the college grounds. Each
ground for four years, but the fires, to the Channel poTts, and to separate one of them bears a small number on
burning all the time; became vast con- and destroy the army of Ypres. The an iron band on its leg. Thereby a 1
Guaranteed to Test 9 9 w % Pure
Bagrations four times during the war,* offensive was carried so dangerously record is kept of every egg laid by >
A lw ays • stand-by in baking biscuits, shortfor that the Ypres army had to pre these fowl per diem. There are twen
osks snd ginger bread. Wholasoma. unfailing.
and each occasion marked a distinct
P n ja t t j from graj>as.
T ha ideal laavaaar
pare for evacuation as a lessed evil ty-six incubators, each one of which i
phase of the great struggle on the
when Grandma was s g irl, the ideal laavaaar
than being cut off. In preparation for has a capacity of 200 eggs. Seven- :
now.
I f you are troubled w ith pains o r
west, aaye the London Times.
evacuation and retreat, the positions tenths of all chickens hatched by this
ach es; feel tired; have headache^
The first o f these conflagrations was
Buy a package fro m y o u r grocer today
won in the preceding autumn were method die before they reach the wing
indigestion, insom nia; painful pass
in th e autumn of 1914. Ypres became
evacuated and the whole Ypres front ed stage.
Quench Th irst Thle
age o f urine, y ou w ill find relief in
a battlefield by accident. All the plans
W ay
Iwas contracted to the smallest possiJust place a level tea
form ed before tbe outbreak of war as
Ible arc. A mile or two farther advance
spoonful of S. & P.
sumed that the Germans would invade
NUTS AND EFFICIENCY MADE
Cream of Tartar In a
Iof the Germans in the Lys valley and
tumbler of cold water.
Belgium, and, when that happened, It
Add a little lemon juice,
THIS
WOMAN’S
FORTUNE
Ypres must have been sacrificed.
sugar to taste. Stir, and
was Belgium that, in the minds of
Pondering on the pleasant possibili
Happily, the advance was stayed,
you have a refreshing
those who were thinking about these
drink,
which
doctors
and in the great series of victories ties of profits in peanuts some time
CAPSULES
consider very healthful.
things, offered the best opportunity for j
won by the British armies later the ago, Mrs. Viola V. C. Woodruff, a
the effective employment of our army.
Ypres army took not the least dis young college woman of Flushing. Th« world's standard remedy for kidney
These plane were baffled by the fall of 1
bladder and uric acid troubles and
tinguished part. Ypres was not the Long Island, decided that she would National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Namur and by the rapidity of the i
strategic hinge of victory, but it was go into the salted-peanut business. Three sizes, all druggists.
Guaranteed.
,German advance and within a week of
boston
I®®
oama Gold Medal oo every box
HALIFAX
the lock that held fast through the She did not aspire to become the Salt
the first colllson at Mons it was decid-1
•M accept no inaitaboo
strain of what really was a great four ed Nut Queen of America, but merely
ed that our duty was by the side of the 1
thought she would salt and sell nuts
French armies, even though that years’ siege. It was the greatest seige
for strictly local consumption. That
of
history,
the
siege
of
the
Straits,
and
meant the temporary abandonment of
was in November, 1913.
Now her
the
Ypres
salient
was
really
a
bastion
Belgolm . The victory of the Marne j
of a greater salient that had London plant has an output of a ton a day of
and the chance that it offered, with the
salted nuts of various kinds.
Belgian army still in tact, of turning for its centre and Kent within its circomference.
She bought ten pounds of peanuts
the German Hand made Belguim' once
and prepared them over her own kit
more the supreme strategical issue of
the war.
MANITOBA’S FARM COLLEGE chen stove. She made a magnificent
beginning by selling one dozen tenA race thereupon, began between the
One of the largest agricultural col
Germane, who realised what a fright leges on the North American Conti cent packages to a local drug-store.
ful blunder they had made in not oc nent has just been finished near Win- After that, for a little while, it looked
cupying the Belgian coast and the nepeg, Manitoba. Not only the largest as if the family larder would he over
channel ports, and the British army an the most expensive, but one of the stocked with the rest of those ten
pounds of salted nuts.
under Lord French. The race ended best fitted in the world
But it was only for a very little
tu a dead hast. Antwerp and most of
The fconstruction of the college,
the Belgian coast were lost, but the which comprises sixty-two buildings, while, for Christmas was coming, and
channel ports were saved thanks to has been going on for the last ten or the dozen packages which were sold
th e atragetlc prescience of Lord fifteen years. During that time the from the local drug-store promptly
Franch, with the tew fields of Belguim students have been attending their made a reputation for themselves in
1
that w ars protected by the Belgian regular courses, but it is not until this the town of Flushing.
army* the floods and by the position of Summer that the college was declared
Yptee.
Notice of Flret Meeting of Creditors
finished. Its scope has developed In
This was the subject o f tbe first bat response to the demand which the peo
In the D istrict Court of the United
tle of Ypres, or o f the battle o f Calais ple have made upon it, and it has States for the Northern Division of the
as the Germane called it. It was a grown to Its present dimensions from a D istrict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
battle between what was left o f the comparatively small beginning.
In Matter of
|
old regular army and a German amry
|In Bankruptcy
The institution is planned to meet the Herbert B. Hltchings
Bankrupt. |
ocasletfag la great part of new troops varied needs of those who want to get
—the best of Young Germany, many their education there. Some seek spe To the creditors of said Herbert B.
of them volunteers hut hastily trained. cial training in farm engineering, gar Hltchings of Caribou in the county of
and District aforesaid, bank
^t was a victory o f rifle fire over artil- dening, live stock management, cook Aroostook,
rupt.
%yy aad m at til tactics, of a small ing, sewing and country life problems.
Notice is hereby given that on the 23rd
army, la which every soldier was by Some can spend only a month, and day of June, A. D., 1920 the said Herbert
is “our kitchen.” We are proud of it and we keep it spotlessly
this time as skilful as a non-commis- others five years. Special courses are B. Hitchlngs Vas duly adjudicated bank
rupt;
and
that
the
first
meeting
of
credi
clean. That is one of the factors that helps to make William
•toaed oAoer over numbers and en- offered therefore, varying in length
tors will be held at the office of Edwin E.
jUmetarai, The Gorman complain of from two weeks to four months. Reg Vail, in Houlton on the 24th day of July
Tell the good flour that it is.
our overwhelming mass o f machine* u la r courses are of two to five years. A. D., 1920, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
We know that you would delight in this big clean mill, and
M as IS thfci battle was perhaps the There are four of the latter. These at which time the said creditors may at
fclghstt msstUment ever paid to the are a three-year course in agriculture tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus
you’d pronounce it a fitting home for a fine flour like William
tee, examine the bankrupt and transact
aid British army. They mistook our and a two-year course In home econo such other business as may properly come
Tell.
'
MB* tor that of machine-guns* There mics. They lead to degrees in Bache before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, June 23rd, 1920.
as in this battle a freedom and elas- lor of the Science of Agriculture and
Dust proof machines scour and grind th# wheat, and the flour
EDWIN L. VAIL,
d ty c t ittctica only possible in an Bachelor in Home Economics.
is
then sifted through finest silk, put into clean, new sacks and
Referee in Bankruptcy.
fenny of long training and the great
sealed.
lank attack o f the W orcesters near
Ghelvvelt is one o f many examples of
No human hand touches William Tell Flour until you open the
this freedom.
sack
in your kitchen.
On the other hand, the German tac
tics wire bad, but the'only tactics posNo Fussing— No Bad Taste. Be Sure to Call for
Make sure of getting this fine, clean,
s ft t s io d n army composed largely of
pure flour. Tell your grocer—William Tell
ill-trained, hastily formed troops. The
GOLDEN
battle Is rightly accounted the most
doctstre in tbs history o f, the British
HEADACHE
arm y; hut It made Ypres a salient.
Take no others
Ballard’s Golden Oil Co.
The battloflold was the accidental
Free Samples by Mail
point of collision between two armies,
Old Town, Maine
both racing for a position on each

CHURCH SERVICES

A n d You’ll Beg Too

Jones9 Picnic
Soda Biscuit

i

ij

h PIC-NIC
i SODA BREAD

Just the Thin

Cream of Tartar Biscuits

FAIRY FOOT

Stickney 6 Poor’s

YPRES THE LOCK OF TRIUMPH

r DON’T

Cream of Tartar

DESPAIR
GOLD MEDAL

*
.

\

I .

Stickney & Poor Spice Co.

Your kitchen is your pride. You want it
bright and clean and shining.
Our big
mill where w e m ake

William Tell
Flour

l

It’s a Tablet— N O T a Powder

minus

nun
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about this Quartette. There never her promotion to inspector in explo
C L AS SI F I ED ADS
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
C L A S S I F I E D A DS
was anything of this kind in our neigh sive factories. From there she became
Number
Plate
28,033
has
been
lost
and
;
Piano
for
Sale.
Write
or
Phone
Fox
i
Auto
Goaalet and n rix,in„
A
TO LEAVE HIS SHIP bor town that everybody were so en recorder of the committee of chemical if the finder will return same
to ( Bros., Houlton, Maine.
!
Osgood s l i v in g Glasses
at
warfare,
that
important
body
which
thused over as this Quartette. Don’t
TIMES Office a reward will be paid. , ----------------------------- -------------------------- |___________ ’________
126 ' BlJy Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding !Wanted position as clerk by ayouna
Could Not Walk Ten Feet Until Tan- miss it. Prices 55c and 88s. The only had charge of the experiments with
Rings and get what you
pay for.
man. Apply to Times Office.
t.
pictures on this date are at 2 and 3.30 poisonous gases, combating those of --------------------------------------------------------lao Restored His Health,
.. _
,
rio-iH For Sale at a Bargain Overland Coun- ..
____________________ ___
Billie
Burke
in
“
Sadie
Love.’’
He Declares
the Germans and
k
‘
try Club 4 passenger, new tires, new Wanted Boaring home for boy of 5! Buy Hand Mounted Elks Teeth at Os.
We have another Artcraft special ly combinations to be used against : ))attery. Apply to Lucy C. Burleigh,! years. Write Box 515, Caribou.
j good’s and save $10.00 each
126 j ~ ~
=r— — - - — — —— ----------— —------------------ :----- ■
------- ------------ ‘------“ I really could not let go without on Thursday “ Male and Female.” The them. She made numerous visits to Telephone 195-W.
telling Ot the good Tanlac has done sitting in this are English and very France and while behind the lines was Bank Book
UYUU
. 13149 issued by the ! Li*ht housekeeping* P h o n e ™ 2 - 3 ! work* ApQply tP^MatrPn^Arooltook
No.
gassed, but recovered and returned to
me, for any one who has been bene lavish. Regular Prices.
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
Hospital.
The picture on Friday evening is j England twhere she became senior in -; lost., and this notice is given as requir-;
miniT*0 1* 0sg<?od’s are bU8y
fited as I have by Tanlac should not
For Sale Two Jerseys Cows, for pary
nui ' ^ e r e is a reason.
only b$ willing but anxious for the laid in Hawaiian Islands and San spector of the manufactur of optical |er by law, that duplicate book may be
“
’
'is,
326 Wanted Free Home on Farm for Boy TeVenhone
° f Martm Lawliswake of others to tell it.” said Captain Francisco. The star Isuri Aoki has ' instruments, this branch having to do issuec. L. . LUDW IG, Treas.
25
of
11
years,
place
where
he
can
as
:
TelePhone
69’MSm est H. Hill, 52 Chestnut Street, scored wonderful succes in recent Ses- with the supplying of lenses for all Wanted Dealers to Supply Me With sist with light chores.
Write Box 515, Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
Potatoes for potato chips and for Caribou.
Portland, Maine, while telling of his sue Hayakawa pictures. This prom kinds of war instruments.
be exchanged at the TIMES office
other
purposes.
Want
good
dry
ones
Dr.
Cossley-Batt
reached
Vancouver
wonderful experience to a Tanlac rep ises to be a most interesting drama.
for any machine.
and
shipped
good
and
sound
only.
My
Blacksmith
shop
on
Main
Street,
resentative, recently, Captain Hill,
Tom Moore lovers will be pleased last December and since then has been Send prices and terms in first response
Bridgewater, Maine. I will sel or
traveling all over the Dominion, work J. A. Phillips, 209 High street, East j rent my shop or hire a man, good Beginning June 1st, Osgood’s Jewelry
who for ten years was captain of ves to see him on Saturday in “ Duds.”
Store will remain open evenings to
ing in Canadian factories to become Dedham, Mass.
sel’s plying between Portland and the
Get your name on our mailing list.
523 I wages for man. Geo. K. Davidson.
accommodate those who work during
225
acquainted with conditions, speaking
Popular Islands, of Casco Bay, Is now
daytime.
by request at women’s Canadian clubs For Sale Ten Room House in Best Lo- ! -------------------------------- in a widower’s
oaptaln of the Ben Hur, and is un
cality in town can be used for 2 j Housekeeper wanted
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
and rotary clubs on the possibilities families, hard wood floor in every
doubtedly one of the most popular SUMMER SCHEDULE
family of two. No children. ModNewspaper may be left at the
B. & A. AND C. P.R. of Canadian trade development, es room, nice bath room, hot and cold iern conveniences and one capable of TIMES
commanding officers of vessels in this
Office, where the lowest price
harbor. Continuing, he said:
The summer schedule on the Ban pecially with Australia, and other sub water, electric lights, good basement, looking after a moderate sized house, can be obtained.
also barn and hen house. Room for Apply to W. Times office.
tf |
“ For the past eight years I have gor and Aroostook railroad went into jects.
j A Valued Subscriber says “ Every time
2 or 3 Cars on barn floor and 8 stalls
Dr. Cossley-Batt declared that the in basement. One acre of ground. Wanted Men and Women for Attend | that I have used these columns for
been in a badly run-down condition, effect on Monday morning, the trains
ants, pupil nurses, and other posi j selling articles, they have been suc
and before 1 started taking Tanlac I running practically the same with a drought in Australia during the past For particulars Phone 262-11.
125tf
tions, at Bangor State Hospital, Ban cessful.” Try them.
summer had been terrible, and with
could hardly stand up. When I walk slight change which is as follows:
gor, Maine.
Permanent positions.
ed I would have to hold on to some From Bangor
For Caribou the sea encroaching on the rivers, suf rests on the wives. Therefore, first of Good pay. Apply to the Superintend Typewriter Ribbons for all Machines
819
as well as Carbon Paper made by
fering had been terrible, as the river all teach our girls how to be success- ent.__________________________________
thing to get about at all. After every
8.11 a. m.
8.21 a. m.
Webster—There’s none better. Cali
waters
had
become
salted.
meal 1 would be in the worse sort of
12.35 p. m.
12.40 p. m.
ful wives. Begin early to train their Bicycles:— We carry all kinds of or send to TIMES Office.
misery and bloat terribly from the
6.48 p. m.
6.55 p. m.
She rode horseback from the borders |character. Teach them that jealousy
Bicycles supplies and we also guarThe only If you are looking for a bargain in sec
tormatlon of gas and my appetite was From Carbou
For Bangor of the state of Sydney, N. S. W., to is an immorality and gossip a vice. antee our bicycle tires.
t .
..
„ .
place this side of Portland that reond hand tires and tubes call and
the borders of Queensland as the land _ .
e o poor I had to force down every
9.34 a. m.
9.38 a. m.
Train them to keep the smallest prom- pairs single tube tires. Houlton Steam see what we are offering. Houlton
of opportunity, while New Zealand is a ise sacredly and to speak to people Vulcanizing Company, Phone 361-M.
mouthful I ate. My nerves were in
1.29 p. m.
1.35 p. m.
Vulcanizing Company, Phone 361-M.
garden with wonderful trade possibili- only as they would speak to them.
auch bad condition I could get but lit
6.55 p.
m.
7.05 p. m.
tle sleep and some times I would near From Ashland
For Ashland j ties. One of the new industries being Teach them to look for the best qual Wanted Protestant Woman Between Merchants and Professional Men do
40 and 45 years old for general
not have to buy coupon books for
11.15 a. m. i created there is the establishment of ities in everyone they meet, and to housework in familty of two, all mod typewriter
l y Jump out of the bed. I would also
2.50 p. m.
ribbons. Buy your ribbons
a linseed oil factory, which will be the notice other people’s faults only to ern conveniences including washing at the TIMES Office as you need them.
b a re smothering spells at night when
Canadian Pacific
From North 1largest of its kind in that section of avoid them. Train them to do small machine. Must be a good plain cook
I would have to get up to get my From South
and make good bread. Wages $10.00 Window Signs, Automobile Initials
breath and then I would become so
4.50p. m. : the globe.
11.45 a. m.
things well and to delige in helping a week. No. 963 Washington Street,
trunk and traveling bags lettered,
* Dr. Cosslev-Batt thought the Pacific others that sacrifice made for other’s Canton, Mass.
weak I would just fall back into the
8.50 p. m.
722p promptly and neatly done. Apply to
B. C. Roberts, Dream Theatre.
20tf
tied again. Lots of time I would have For South
For Woodstoc. |islands another land of possibilities, pleasures is a means of soul develop
to open the windows and doors of my
7.35 p. m. j pointing out that Germany had reaped ment. Once given a firm foundation The Automobile Legal Association, Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
10.15 a. m.
better known as the A. L. A., the
‘ a fortune from them before losing of character like this, which the poor
room to let in fresh air or go but of
3.20 p. m.
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
largest Automobile Association in the
; them to Australia and while labor was est as well as the richest parents can world, requires the services of some work. Inquire at office of Summit
the room Into the open in order to get
j cheap, machinery was needed. The give to their girls, and no matter what first class salesmen in Aroostook and Lumber Company, Houlton or write
my breath. In the mornings I always
tf
EARNED
HER
WAY
Every autoist to above Company at Davidson.
I immigration of Indians was being en necessity arises they will be able to Penobscot counties.
felt worse than when I went to bed. I
needs
the
benefits
of
the
Association
kept getting worse and along toward
Wanted Office Girl with Knowledge of
AROUND WORLD couraged to a great extent.
rise above it.
and everyone becomes a member when
bookkeeping and stenography with
An interesting comparison was made j
the last I became so weak could not
they
understand
the
value
of
member
A young English girl, exhibiting all
a good education, where interest in
do my work, and I could not walk ten
I by Dr. Cossley-Batt in the c arpet fac - j
ship. Hustlers make good money and the work will be recognized as well
the sangfroid of an experienced travel
connections. W. A. SMALL, Mgr., 465 as service. Address iu own handwrit
feet without becoming exhausted.
! tories of the United States and Cana- j
er—for although 24 years of age she
Congress St., Portland. Maine.
226 ing Box 447. Houlton, Maine.
“ I decided to try Tanlac after every
I da, regarding the rate of production. !
has traveled practically around the
thing else had failed to do me any
i A girl working exactly the same kind
world all alone—is now visiting Mon
good, and I am certainly glad I did.
! of machine produced nine yards more
treal, and will shortly return to Eng
for I had not taken more than two
: a day in the states than a girl in Tor
land, which was her starting point
bottles when I could eat anything I
onto and she found the same fact dem
just over a year ago.
Dr. Jill L.
onstrated in other industries-the
wanted without being troubled with
Cossley-Batt is her name, for she can
gas or bloating and a great deal bet
Americans seemed to produce mor<>
put the letters B. A., D. Sc.. London
ter in every awy. Well, I continued
than the Canadians did. they hustled
University, after her name, as well as
-taking it, and while I have taken only
more. One thing, however, was to
O. B. E., the latter being awarded her
live bottles all my troubles have been
Canada’s credit and that was slip had
for her war work. Dr. Cossley-Batt
completely overcome. I feel as good
made a quicker recovery from the ef Delicious ice cream made l'rcsh
*3 Equip your car with Mohawks and forget your
left England in March last year as the
There is an art in
as I did when I was twenty years old,
fects of the war than any other coun every day.
special representative of the London
troubles. ^Complete line of Accessories. <j[Have
and can get about as well as I ever
try and her observations led to the im the manufacture which pro
Times Trades Supplement to tour the
could, and feeling strong and full o
pression that this is a wonderful duces a light, fluffy cream tha;
your old tires repaired— First class wors— Prices
world and ascertain industrial condi
energy, my work is a pleasure to me.
country for industrial development
melts deliciously in the mouth.
tions and the possibilities for British,
right. CJWe call for and deliver your work free
I sleep as sound as a child every night
all that was needed being that its na
trade so independent was she that she
and never wake up until some one
tural resources and possibilities should Our large variety carefully made
traveled all over the country without
wakes me, and always get up feeling
he placed persistently before the Bri and of uniform texture. Fruit-;
j touching her salary.
Consequently,
good, I really can’t say too much for
tish capitalists so as to got the neces used are fresh and delicious.
when she arrived in Montreal there
Tanlac as It has made a new man out
sary money to develop trade* within
___
I
was a pile of letters awaiting her,
of me.”
the empire.
Poone 3 6 1 -M
Rear Thomas’ Barber Shop
each containing English money orders.
Tanlac Is sold in Houltonby Munro’s
Asked how she managed to live In this
West End Drug Store, Island Falls by
way, Miss Cossley-Batt said she had , The foundation of society rests on
S. R. Crabtree,, Fort Kent by Stanley
gone to work in factories in different ; its home. The success of the home
Burrilk Littleton by L. F. Hall, Smyr
countries, had acted as a traveling
na Mills by Clyde C. Brown.
(Adv.)
saleswoman in the Australian bush,
r ~
and generally managed to earn
enough to keep herself.
Miss Cossley-Batt gained distinction
Remember the Copley Male Quar
Money bade without quoetion
if HUNT'S Salve fails in the
tette of Boston here Wednesday eve- j In science at the London University^
treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA.
R I N G W O R M , T E T T E R or
nlng. June 30.. Ask anybody who at- and volunteered as a munition worker
o t h e r itching skin dieeaeee.
tended the Northern Maine Auto 'at the outbreak of the war, but her
T ry a 75 cent box at our risk.
JBhow this spring at Fort Fairfield technical knowledge soon secured for
LEIGHTON & FEELEY

CAPTAIN HILL HAD

ART

in the making o f \

our Ice Cream \ Tubes

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES

\

jVlOHAWK

T ir e s

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.

BECAUSE it thoroughly HEATS the house

and d oes N O T w arm the cellar, farm

homes all over the State are installing the

S l » r One-Pipe Furnace
—A Powerful, Durable NEW kind of Warm-air Furnace—Mighty
efficient and economical—the result of 87 years* experience in stove and
furnace making. It’s a wonder for HEATING and for SAVING FUEL.
HERE IS W H A T W E H A V E PROVED THIS HEATER W ILL D O —

V a lve-in -H ea d E fficien cy

% Give yoa plenty of heat In every room on the very
coldest days— keep you WARM when your neighbors
who have stoves and ordinary heating systems are suf
fering with the cold.
2 Permit you to heat one or two rooms or the whole
house at will, and keep the temperature low or high
as you prefer.

H E Buick V alve-in-H ead m otor
car is “just a head" of the ordi
nary types—-“just a head" in the de
m ands o f b u y e rs w ho know and
a p p re c ia te B uick e ffic ie n c y —“just
a head” in superior quality, design
and workmanship, and in the confi
dence and preference of thousands of
purchasers who have placed their
fa ith in the perform an ce o f Buick
products, and who are protecting their
future motoring pleasures and busi
ness interests by placing their orders
with Buick dealers for summer and
fall delivery.

T

5 Thoroughly It EAT your home, and with LES8 trouble
than ONE ordinary stove—and avoid dust and dirt la
the house.
4 Rum either coal or wood with equal satisfaction.
6 Keep your cellar cool— will not injure fruit or vegeta*
hies.
6 Last for years— you’ll never have to bop
furnace.

Think of the advantage o f heating your home
with just one register and at LESS cost and
trouble than you have with one ordinary stove.

cold^ah?

HOT

c ™

v '

When you install this inexpensive furnace
your heating troubles end FOREVER.
E V E R IF Y O U DO X O T W A N T T O BUY,
AYE IX Y 1 T E Y O U T O CAFE and let us tell
you about this furnace that lias back of it the
reputation of the F U L L E R & AYARRLX COMPA X Y , of Troy, famous for their S T E W A R T
Stoves and Furnaces for over 87 years.

O U R SPECIAL PU RCH ASE P LAN
W IL L
YOU

SAVE

YOU M O N E Y

IF

ORDER N O W -In v e s tig a te !

T h e m anufacturers stand back o f this econ om ica l
and efficient Furnace — and so do we.

• * '&
; (, ^

K47 • $2460.00
K 4» • $1666.00

Price and Terms EASY.

C a ll and See.

K-SO . $2666,00
F.

* )

a

M. Ftk*. M U .
Apr* 1. *]

# U’
are built, Buick will build them

Agent, Presque Isle, Maine

Sectional View o f STEIVART One Pipe:
Furnace Showing Circulation o f Heat

Factory Man Here This W eek
Mr. W. J. Cookson expert heating engineer from the STEW ART factory wilt be here Monday
and Tuesday and will be glad to tell you all about this wonderful NEW furnace.. In connection
with this demonstration the factory permits us to sell a limited number at SPECIAL LOW
PRICE. Take advantage of this opportunity and save money. COME.

Hamilton & Grant Company
Houlton, Maine

and knowing that Portland cement, done the same and many other states
HAROLD E. BEEK
Harold the ? year old son of Mr and for example, would be hard to secure have very materially reduced their
Monument Lodge, F. & A. M. w ill! Mrs. Frank Beek Franklin, street pass-; this year, the commission early last programs and several have stopped
hold a special communication W ed-! ed away Sunday at the Madigan hos-: February, made contracts for the de all ateinpts of undertaking further
nesday night, June 30. Work M. M. j pitaI following an operation for ap- livery of 150,000 barrels of the cement work.
for shipment to several different road
The Highway Commission has start
degree.
! pendicitis.
contracts
and for one bridge.
Hon.
Chas.
Carroll
left
Saturday
for
ed several jobs where local labor is
Subscribers should bear in
Frank Foster and family drove over j The little fellow is survived by his
Colby to attend the celebration.
Where the commission should be available and where a gravel surface
from Woodstock Sunday they attend-1 parents and an older sister to whom
mind that all subscriptions are
J. P. Costello of Boston has been in ed church and (>alIed on friends before I the sympathy of many friends is ex- receivinS 15 or 20 cars of cement per will do for the present, even on roads
^payable In advance and the pa
day to carry out the work contemplat which had been originally resigned for
town visiting his wife and family
returning.
tended.
per will bs discontinued at ex
Issac H. Davis of Winterport was 1 Mrs. Simon Friedman and son Lee
Funeral services were held Monday, ed, it is receiving probably six cars bituminous of concrete surface.
piration. Notice of such expira j in town Thursday and Friday la st;
per week against this contract which
returned from Boston by auto Monday
calls for 700 carloads of cement. It is DON’T CARRY MUCH
tion will bs sent out the First of week.
, afternoon accompanied by Mrs. Geo.
MURRY T. PEARSON
only with the greatest difficulty that
E. L. Cleveland returned Saturday j Kaiser and Miss Myer of Boston.
.each month . *
POCKET MONEY
The many Houlton friends of Murry this small amount is being moved, in
from Buffalo, N. Y., where he has been |
Miss
Helen
McPherson
who
has
been
T.
Pearson,
traveling
Passenger
agent
A
most
practical
suggestion toward
CommsncIfig.Mtitrday, May 15, 1920 on business.
fact, the parties furnishing the cement
!
at
home
with
her
mother
for
a
vacaof
the
Canadian
Pacific
Railway
and
have
stated
that
in
their
judgment
not
helping
to
straighten
out the tangles
-tha T IM M offio# will close at noon
Mrs. Hewes of Danforth is visiting |
T
Di„mniar i tion Ieft Monday to resume her duties who has been connected with this cor over one-third of the amount which
•vary Saturday during May, June, ^
her daughter Mrs. James K. Plummer
„
.. . .
in the economic situation is simply
i in the Deaconness Hospital in Bos- poration for many years passed away the commission expected to use w’ill
.duly and August, In accordance with on Main street.
i ton.
early Tuesday morning after an oper- j }>e shipped. The companies have c*e- that everyone get into the habit of
th e usual custom of Banka and County
Sunday was about the warmest day
Dr. and Mrs. L. D. Young of Fort ation for appendicitis at the Aroostook ment and would be glad to ship it and emptying his pockets weekly and take
-ainc#*.
of the season the thermimeter regis
Fairfield and family are spending the hospital.
get their money for it. It is simply a every’ dollar he can and put it to work
tering 92 at 12 o’clock.
Mr.
Pearson
came
to
Houlton
when
summer
with
her
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
case
of not being able to get the cars. in the bank.
Miss Millie Churchill of Fort FairBart Hayes of Presque Isle was a,
field is the guest of her brothe Beecher Henry Smith at their farm on the Fox-! a young man and worked at the paintThe Highway Commission last
business caller In town Friday.
This practice, more rife today than
ers trade afterwards going into the March took bids on 1,200,000 gallons
croft road.
Mrs. Richard F. Gardner of Caribou Churchill on Elm Street.
ever before of carrying arpund crime.
Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn is in Bangor j Mr. Geo. A. Hall Jr. entertained at insurance business and afterwards be of asphalt and tar, realizing the con
la the n e a t o f Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H.
It
tends to increase the costs of living
where she is visiting her daughter I her residence on Court street on Tues- coming connected with the C. P. Ry. ditions under which the work is to
V agi on Main street.
He
was
about
forty-five
years
of
age
he done this year. The commission 1j* c>kecks the development of the na
|day afternoon in honor of Mrs. C. Mort
Mias Mabel Gfotild of Patten was in Mrs. Henry M. Chapman.
It retards enterMiss Madeline Cleveland who has : Millliken who is spending the summer besides his wife he is survived by four placed contracts for 720,000 gallons of tion s resources.
town a short tim s last week the guest
daughters
and
a
brother
Frank
of
this
prise.
It
reduces
the
banks’ ability
been in Boston for some months re in Houlton.
o f her adnt Mrs. H. M. Drew.
asphalt, feeling that the state would
town
to
whom
the
sympathy
of
the
to
furnish
credit
to
the
industrial
and
Paul H. Powers accompanied by turned home Saturday morning.
he fortunate if the commission would
! A postal card received from H. F.
community is extended.
business
world.
It
forces
interest
James
K.
Plummer
went
to
Waterlet the road contracts which would
M rs. Jnne Dunn left lest week by au
I Lunt who is attending a convention
The time of the funeral services had use the material.
rates up. It fosters caution, even pes
ville on Saturday to attend commence ! of Fertilizer manufacturers superin
t o for Boston and other places.
not
been
decided
on
Tuesday
morning,
simism,
among the banking fraternity,
P. A. Mdrrlpoh has returned from a ment exercises at Colby college.
tendents at Atlanta, Ga., reports him
The commission has been unable to
but
it
will
take
place
at
the
Church
o
f
.
the
holders
of the nation’s purse
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Clark left by j as having a good trip.
tw o weeks vacation and resumed his
let a single contract calling for this
the
Good
Shepherd
of
which
he
was
a
strings.
An
it
hurts the workman by
auto
Sunday
for
Portland
where
they
-Butiea at the- Armour & Co. plant.
material but has strated on a coat baMrs. Elizabeth Calder and Master
reducing the amount of business which
Mrs. iSned A. Cates of Millinocket will attend the Centennial exercises. j Virgil Rice of Machias arrived in town member, Rev. H. Scott Smith officiat
I sis’ one job where asphalt wiU
U8^ j , could and would be done were money
Allen T. Smith and Jas. H. Kidder ; Monday evening called here by the ing.
was in town a few days last week vis
For
the
last
month
the
comrpjfssipn
and credit more plentiful in banking
returned the first of the week from a death of Frank L. Riee her son and
iting her mother Mrs. Geo. McNair.
has been in correspondence with the : channels. It will hasten the business
successful
fishing
trip
to
the
Tobique
Mr*. Vlnal B. W ilson and daughter
AUTOMOBILE
ij father of the little bov.
i railroads for the purpose of getting j repdession which nearly all experts
Blaine left Thursday by automobile region.
INSPECTOR
IN
TOWN
I
C.
C.
Harvey
editor
of
the
Fort
Fair|
embargoes removed for the shipment j declare is bound to come sooner or
Miss Louise and Marion Buzzell are
fo r the southern part of the state.
J. Frank Guiou Automobile Inspector of asphalt for this job, only 62,000 , later. And, consequently, it jnakes for
i
field
Review
who
with
his
family
is
Mr. and Mrs. J. Putnam Wakem of among the Houlton alumnae who are
staying at his cottage at the Littleton for the state was in town Monday and gallons, or 14 carloads being required, unemployment.
Boston arrived in town Friday by auto in Watercille to attend Colby com
Camp ground was in town Mondav during Monday night stopped 29 cars Clearance was finanlly secured for the
If everybody in America were to car
I
mencement.
for a few days at his former home.
which were running in violation of the movement of this material and assur ry around $28 it would represent a
Dr. F. O. Orcutt and family spent with his family for a few hours.
Rev. H. C. Speed and wife returned
ances were received from the asphalt sum greater than all the gold in the
laws of the state.
home last week from a two weeks va the week end at Portage accompan- | Thus. P. Packard ,Supt. of Schools
Many of these were for not having company that it would move from its land. It would more than equal hqlf
.
left
Monday
evening
for
Waterville
to
Ing Mr. Orcutt’s father home after a
cation trip spent in Massachusetts.
■attend the Centennial exercises from rear lights, some for with only one plant. Tuesday, June 15. Since then the total currency in circulation in the
Eben Hopkins of Fort Fairfield short visit here.
the commission was notified by wire United States.
Mrs. Richard Allen and young son there he will go to Castine for a Con light many with plain lenses or with
spent Friday in town on business and
lenses that are a violation of the laws. that a strike at the asphalt refinery
ference
of
School
Superintendents.
Expressed thus, the crime of withof Columbia Falls, Maine, are the
left on the evening train for Boston.
Those that are endorsed by the State had prevented the movement of the drawing money uselessly from bankMany of the older residents of this
Miss Elisabeth Rafford who has been guests of Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Gibson j
section will regret to learn of the department are: Controlite. McBeth. material, but that it would come for- ing an({ business channels by carrying
attending the Aroostook State Normal for a short time.
McKee, (.’lament, Violet ward as soon as the stike was adjust unnecessarily large amounts in the
Robert Williams left Saturday^ by j death in Boston of A. A. Mowrey who Hollophone
8chool at Presque Isle is at home for
Ray.
Osgood,
National. Noglare, I’at - ed. Embargoes have been placed by pocket becomes clear as day. There
auto for Colby to attend Commence- j was located for a number of years in
the vacation period.
terson-Senz,
Legalite,
Dillion. Cona- the railroads which will further delay fore, don’t do it.
Mrs. M. M. Clark left Thusrday eve ment, accompanied by Principal and charge of the New England Dressed
phoer, Liberty, Sun Ray, Saferlite, the movement of this material.
Meat Co.'s plant in Houlton.
ning for Portland where she will visit Mrs. Stover of Ricker.
The two examples are typical of the
Sunlite and Ravdex. all others that are
A party of up country men of which
-St the home of her son Roland E.
The Sunday School of the Episco used are liable to get the user into daily experiences of the highway com
Guy C. Porter or this town was a mem pal church will hold their picnic at
«
Clark and his wife.
mission. Last February a carload of
Mrs. Huinperys of Oregon City, Ore ber enjoyed a fishing trip at the Fish Crescent Park, Thurs., July 7 leaving trouble.
automatic dumping equipment for mo
Mr.
Guiou
informed
a
representa
gon arrived'here last week to make a River Lakes last week.
the church at nine o’clock. Members
tor trucks was ordeder. with every as
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ormsby left last of the Congregation and their friends tive of the TIMES that he was all
visit with her sister Mrs. S. A. Croc
surance of an early delivery. Not one
through
warning
violators
of
the
Au
week for Portland where they will at are cordially invitied to attend,
kett and Mrs. Haley.
tomobile laws, and that from now on of the hoists has been received as yet. Passenger Train service from Houlton
Cards have been received by the tend the Centennial observance which j Miss Helen Buzzell arrived home
the full extent of the law will lie used and the state highway commission is Eastern Time—Daily Except Sunday
Moulton friends.of Miss Pauline W ell is being celebrated this wek.
j last week from Chicago where she has and arrests made.
unable to get. any definite idea when
Dr. F. W. Mitchell accompanied by
e r o f bar marriage on June 16 to Geo.
; been engaged as physical instructor in
the hoists will be shopped.
Leave
Arrive
M. H. Peabody left by auto for Augus
W. Thompson o f Los Angeles.
j a girl’s school. She has engaged for
Similar conditions prevail in all the
Emmons Robinson and Bert Wet- ta Tuesday to attend the Maine Medi the next year in a smilar capacity in
10.15
a.
m.
11.45
a. m.
COAL SITUATION SERIOUS
states.
About six weeks ago New
more were in Woodstock last Tuesday cal Association meeting today.
3.20
p.
m.
4.50
p.
m.
The
situation
in
regard
to
coal
is
so
a school in Lowell, Mass.
York stopped letting contracts for the ,
St. Aldemar Commandery observed
to assist the 67th Regt. Band in their
7.35 p. m.
8.50 p. m.
serious
that
I
feel
it
my
duty
to
call
season, although not over one-third of i
B. F. Getchell of New York City, who
ongagment for Odd Fellows Field Day. St. John’s Day. it coming on the day
it to the attention of the public along the proposed program had been put
N. D. DesBRISAY , D. P. A..
was
horn
in
Linneus
arrived
in
town
The many friends o f Mrs. Fleetwood of their regular meeting, when a large
the lines of the Bangor A- Aroostook under construction. Connecticut has
St. John* N. B.
Monday
on
his
first
visit
back
to
his
Pride of Bangor, formerly of Houlton, class of candidates deceived the de
Railroad
through
the
medium
of
th‘>
old home town for thirty-one years.
'Will be sorry to learn that she has been grees.
Mr.
Getchell informed the TIMES that press. Because of the large quantity
Cecil
McLaughlin
at
Bowdoin
col
obliged to enter Grace Hospital for
of coal that our Company has to pur
lege student has returned to Houlton he had never seen a town which had chase, our officers naturally have to
treatment.
Chief of Police Lyons of Presque for the summer and will work for E. improved as much and was as up to keep in very dost* touch with the coal
Isle was in Town Friday bringing down A. Gillen & Co., until college opens in date for its size as Houlton.
situation: futhermorc on account of
The information Bureau of the
a boarder lor the county jail who had the Fall.
I my business taking me frequently to
Dance lovers will have plenty of Maine Automobile Asssociation loeat-1 Boston. New York and Washington l
consumed 14 bottles of vanilla extract
entertainment this week. Tinkers Or ed at the TIMES office received word ! am more or less directly in touch with
the previous day.
Miss Baatflcw Ledger who has been chestra Thursday night and Ja-mo-ka from Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Clark, 1this situation and I know that the out
at home vliiting her mother Mrs. Geo. Jazz on Saturday night both at the who were directed by this bureau to look for next winter is so serious that
go to Bangor via Danforth. Prentiss,
Donnelly, left Thursday evening for Hey wood.
it cannot be exaggerated.
Christian Science Services held each Howland Springfield and LaGrange
Lynn, Mass., to returns her studies in
It is a habit of many people under
What a satisfaction thereis in buying
Sunday at 11 a. m. Presbyterian church that the roads as Mr. Clark expressed such circumstances to let tilings slide,
the Union Hospital.
diamonds
of a reputable concern that
it
“
were
a
joy
ride
with
very
few
ex
The fire company answered an alarm July 4th, subject: “ God.” Wednesday
hoping that they will “ turn out all
deals
only
in quality merchandise and
ceptions.”
Information
which
will
ho
at
7.30
p.
m.
testimonial
service.
Cor
fo r a lire at the'Seeley farm about 5.30
right in the end,” but I strongly urge
whose
guarantee
and advice may be
interesting to those wishing the best
Friday, hut were turned back before dial welcome to all.
everybody to try and get coal now
depended
upon
absolutely.
Corp. Philip M. F. Sena who have way to Bangor.
^arriving there as the blaze which was
and if they cannot, and I do not be
Diamonds that enhance in value as the
been stationed at Houlton for the past
In the garage had been put out.
There are some automobile drivers lieve it possible, to try and make ar- |
years
roll by must be of the highest
year
at
the
Radio
station
left
Friday
Mr. aiyl Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes left
who forget when they cross the Cana rangements for firewood for next wing r a d e , perfectly cut—and rightly
Baturday fon> W aterville where they for Ft. Warren, Portland, where he dian border that they should turn to , ter.
bought. Stones of ordinary quality are
w ill attend the graduation of their son will be discharged, his term of en the left in meeting a team or automo j In view of the information as to coal
not rare and will not attain any great
Phineas a&I also attend the celebra listment having expired.
bile and pass to the right when pass situation that I have, I feel that I
value
at any time.
The next issue of the TIMES will be ing one going in the same direction. would not be doing my duty to the ;
tion o f the 100th anniversary of Colby
Invest
in diamonds now. Let us show
necessarily
delayed
on
account
of
the
-college.
Just after passing the Boundary line public that we serve if 1 did not lay
you some gems that will prove a wise
Mrs. A, L. Lambert who has been in celebration of July 4th coming on Mon Sunday a car going towards Wood- these facts before it.
purchase, and demonstrate new ways
Europe for the past year will return day and Tuesday. However we hope stock persisted in turning to the right
Very truly yours
of
mounting them that will materially
home this w eek aooompanfed by her to get the papers Into the office some on meeting a car. and had not the
PERCY R. TODD.
enhance
their attractiveness.
brother pou glapw h o was called to time on Wednesday, July 7.
driver of the car coming towards Houl
President.
449 automobiles parked in the ton turned to the right at the last
London on accodnt o f Mrs. Lumbert’s
Square and adjoining streets on Sat moment there would have, been a colli
illness.
STATE HIGHWAY MATTERS
Wm. H. Higgins who form erly drove urday night besides the many that sion. Yet had there been, who would
Inquiries have been received at the j
.a public carriage here but recently of were in motion, made a busy street have been to blame?
Jeweler and Optometrist
office of the State Highway Commis
Bath, Maine, where he has been em scene and some work for the traffic
Market Sq., Houlton
sion from day to day as to why cer
ployed in the shipyards has returned police, at a conservative estimate the
tain sections of State highway have
JOHN
PAGE
RESIGNS
to Houlton where he expects to remain cars represented about a half a mill
John Page who has been editor of not been put under construction. The
i f he can buy a home.
ion dollars.
the
Daily News since it was started in outstanding reason is that it is abso- j
Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Stetson left
’ Mr. and Mrs. John R. Conlogue and
January
has resigned and left Sun lutely impossible to get materials with |
Mrs. W alter F. W illette have returned last week for the week end at Pitts
which to carry on the large percent
day by auto for Bangor.
from an auto trip to Boston, Portland field where they visited Judge and
age of the work which the commission
Mr.
Page
was
the
originator
of
the
nnd Bangor, They were accompanied Mrs. Powers and the first of the week
had hoped to have under construction
on thalr Jftqrn by Mrs. Conlogue’s attended the one hundredth anniver idea of a daily paper for Aroostook
at this time transported.
and
worked
hard
and
faithfully
in
m other Mrs. Mary Shanley.
sary of Colby college of which Mr.
A few concrete examples of the dif
overcoming the difficulties incident to
Mrs. John Stewart left Friday eve Stetson is an alumnus.
ficulties along this line may serve to
such
an
undertaking,
hut
finally
suc
ning for Portland to join her husband
Mr. W. J. Cookson rerpesenting the i
give the public a view of this matter
Who Is employed there. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Furnace Company is at the ceeded in accomplishing his purpose,
which apparently they do not have
and
it
must
he
with
a
great
deal
of
Stewart have lived here for more than store of Hamilton and Grant Co. where i
satisfaction
that
he
looks upon bis today.
16 year* and their many friends re he is demonstrating the Stewart One
Appreciating tin* market conditions
Pipe Furnace which has many advant work which has been so successful.
gret that they buye gone away.
M ist Margaret Hanson, the popular ages over the old fashioned kind. He
muslo. m other
Houlton schools will be pleased to show this heating
FRANK L. RICE
lefl la * W e * M o r h*r koine in St. John arrangement to any interested.
Mr. Frank L. Rice an employ.^
Mr. A. L. Skinner returned home Anderson’s Shoe Hospital died at tbt'
where she will spend two weeks and
will go from there to Lassell Summer from Portland where he was called by : Aroostook Hospital early Sunday morn 1 |f°HuVrs%riv®°ftiU»^
I can give you the very latest crea
•ehool-. iptppptfng to Houlton in the the illness of his daughter .Miss Vivi-; mg.
treatment of ITCH, ECZBMA,
tions at most reasonable prices, in any
IN G W O R M . T E T T E R orj
an, who submitted to an operation. 1 Mr. Riee underwent an operation R
Fall. _
■
■
style bouquet you may wish.
o th er Itching skin diseases. 1
H on .H orsew M fllik en of San Fran It is with much satifaction to her last week, that it was thought might Try a 75 cent box. at our risk.
My Decorations are original, always
LEIG H TO N & FEELEY
cisco is t lW 'B lM o f MS brother Hon. friends to know that she is recovering restore his health, but in his weaken
the newest and most artistic effects,
B. B. Milliken oh Military street. Mr. nicely from the operation. Mrs. Skin ed condition did not rally.
being the result of personal work and
ICilllhtQ W jT iM ft g a t e to the Repub ner will remain with her until such
During the four months that Mr.
attention. Just let me know the date
lican
Chicago and came time as she is well enough to return Rice has been town he has made many
and I will assure satisfaction.
east to vlsi^niS W ends In his native home.
friends who will regret to learn of his
Bouquets
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thompson leave death.
state.'' ■ 7■ ;
For the Bride ,$5, $7, $10 and up.
Mr. a a f
Oliver of Boston this week for Boston where they will
His body was taken to his fomer
For the Bridesmaids—Colonial or Arm
arrived hew^Thttrsday for a vacation attend the International council meet home in Machias where his mother
Bouquets, $3.50 up.
and ate th fc fW ffr of Mr. and Mrs. ing of Congregational churches. On and young son live, for burial.
Boutonieries
for the Best Man and
when getting ready for
Oeo. Tagg*tL"Gl£i.' Oliver will be re this account there will be no preach
Ushers.
membered as Miss Ansh Champeon ing service at the Congregational
that fishing trip don’t
Baskets and Pedestal Effects a Special
On Sunday,
and Is receiving i ’ hrartn welcome. church next Sunday.
forget
your
ty.
July
11
there
will
be
regular
services
After a few d a ft id town they will go
to Forest OHy the gbest* of Mrs. New* and in the afternoon Communion ser
vice will be held.
•ell.
The Presque Isle National Bank has
Fred Fortier and Geo. Wiggins of
FOX BROS. COMPANY
the 8 tig ^ ^ epM ^ en t, went to Ran- voted to purchase of the Llewellyn
Powers
estate
the
Perry
Block,
•day by a
g o r W sdnesdsy
auto and returned
Homes at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500
with tte d e w ’trahfc 'which the town Presque Isle, with the Presque Isle
Farms at $2,000, $3,500, $5,500, $7,500
recently pufehahid for the street
House property in connection says the
It’s the universal choice
Prices to suit all.
F I o r i sjt
pertinent. This track. IS the same Review. The bank will occupy for
of
all smokers who relish
Conservatories 16 H ig h Str.
m ake ae-the one purchased some three its business the two stores in the Per
FOX BROS. COMPANY
H oulton, M ain e
a good smoke— A ll
years ago and wULhs a valuable addi ry Block now used by the Gould Elec
Real Estate and Insurance
tion to 8upt. Jas. f h t l t r ’i road equip- tric Company and the Aroostook Tal
dealers.
Houlton, Maine
m eet
■
ley Railway Company.
Howard F. Lunt returned Tuesday
from a business trip to Georgia.
!
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A Satisfactory Purchase

J. D. P e r r y

If I t ’ s Flowe rs
L e t M e Supply
Y our D em a n d

ECZEM A!

Jl

i

S A Y

REAL ESTATE B. F. A .
CIGAR

Oadwick
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JOHN BARLEYCORN’S
PASSING AS AN AID TO
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

have been any indications of any par masculine sports peculiar to oysters. firm, hard substance to cling to. Lost
ticular industrial evils that could be And the next year, with amazing ver in the mud, it is quickly covered and he and Mr. Auckland Geddes, British I Providence will happen, we will apambassador, were guests, former
attributed to the absence of booze.
I proach the question calmly. The Re
Old oyster shells make the
satility, the “he” oyster will transmo- it dies.
Apart from the indirect economic
ideal flooring for an oyster bed. This President William H. Taft said Amer publican party is pledged to an asso
drify
himself
into
a
“
she”
oyster.
The
The honest workingman can’t get benefits resulting from the increased
is the first thing an oysterman must ica could not escape the league of na ciation of nations. This is only an
ambition and efficiency of the men following year, tiring of the gentle joys provide. Then he plants the seed.
k
- .. «-.• M
.»W
•Miivu t AA.C/ OCCU• tions and that the league would be other name for league
of nations.
*Jong without his booze, solemnly de
whose usefulness as citizens was form of oyster femininity, she may again 1When he takes his first harvest, if he
adopted after the “ obscuring lights” With reasonble reservations or the
clared many gloomy individuals who erly impaired by indulgence in liquor,
become a bearded oyster bahelor. Just is a proper oysterman, he returns to of the election had been dimmed. He Lodge reservations—and they are ac
went around last year freely predict there have been certain direct results. about this time somebody eats it and |the water all oysters less than three said:
ceptable to other nations—we can
ing dire Industrial calamity as a re The most important deals with the its sex acrobatics suddenly terminate, j inches in length from hinge to mouth.
foresee the establishment of the
“
I
tell
you,
my
friends,
that
we
are
for “intoxl
sult o f prohibition.
Now, after the 1vast sums formerly- spent
popularly supposed to !j ^illlD
i s 6,,ro
&ives the
chance going to join that league of nations. lea.”
mviwvu.
i An oyster is popuiariy
l-Jie; younger oyster a cnance
country baa lived through a period o f '
*
vterages w ich now apparent jjave no power of locomotion, which is i *° develop and become the potential We can see a gradual heading in tow
Mr. Taft concluded:
___ , w I y av® been dlverted int0 other chan-1 lareelv
trim. true,
« y ™ „,
fh«> that
in
h„nrtr»,i million ard the league. The world is demand
except
in its early I mother of nearly a hundred
drought o f nearly twelve months
du r-1neja.” Ag t0 the extent of these sums, largely
“We
are anxious for a solution o f
oyster next year.
ing that we join the league. When England’s troubles. We know that w e
atiou, the hue and cry regarding the we are told that during the year just infancy it is a regular gadabout. Just
The oyster is a good citizen. It is March 4 that thing is going to hap
out of its cradle, a kid oyster develops
have no right to interfere with Eng
workingman has died down, and in before the outbreak of the European
a bunch of little feeders with which it quiet, law-abiding, peaceful; furnishes pen which we hope in the kindness of (
land’s internal problems.”
formation from many quarters seems war the annual sales of malt liquors, wriggles home. As soon as it selects a succulent delicately flavored food,
wine, and distilled liquors at retail ex
to Indicate that not only is the work
a site and squats thereon, it loses all and brings in a large revenue. It is
ceeded the total of the sales of all the
ingman fetin g along without his booze department stores of the United States power of locomotion, and become a dependable. If you put on oyster in a
certain place you may feel assured it
hut ha la getting along much better as estimated in 1912. The amount, it permanent resident of that locality. i
will be there when you come back. It
In
the
female
incarnation
there
is
all
j
than ha did when he had free access is said, was greater than our entire
A Story o f Sickness and Suffering with Final Beturn to Health
to an oyster, as may be j provides its own home, makes all neeto i t The econom ic problem of the export business before the war, and i kinds of, class
It w ill do you good to read It
„
,
_
,
,
i
cessary
improvements
and
feeds
itcommon man gets very kittle space in over twotend-one-half times our na gathered from the fact that a lady ' gejf
No
matter
how
long
nor how much you have
“efficiency” discussions, which often tlonal debt in 1914. We read regard oyster in a single season will lay from i
suffered,
do
not
give
up
hope. Do not decide
When
called
on
to
fulfill
its
destiny
seem to treat him as a mere cog in the ing the transfer of expenditure from 93,000,000 to 95,000,000 eggs, every egg j at the table, it always makes good if
there Is no help for you. There Is. Make up
a
potential
oyster.
Fortunately
only
j
industrial machine. But every worker liquor to other things following pro
your mind to get well. You can. There Is a
a small number of eggs evolve into j it has been shown proper consideraremedy in which you may place full reliance
has his own problem of business effi hibition:
|tion. If you knock the nose off an oy
as did Mrs. Rozalia Kania of 39 Silver Street,
oyster.
If
they
all
grew
up
and
pros
Loud wailing and not a little gnash
ciency, which in the aggregate outster in handling, the water will run
New Britain, Conn. This is what she says:
pered
there
would
be
so
many
oysters
ing
of
teeth
were
heard
before
prohibi
w eighs all factory problems, and it
“ I had cramps for three years and thought I
out of it and it gets annoyed and dies
Appears to he the consensus of opin- tion went into effect because of tbe in the sea there would be no room for on you. If you handle it gently it will
would never be any better. I could not eat
without distress. Slept with my mouth open
.1on among employers and other obser army of men employed in the liquor the ships.
live on this water for several days.
j
and could hardly breathe. No medicine helped
An oyster feeds on diatoms, a low
vers that, not only has prohibition had business who would be thrown out of
After its death the oyster makes a j
me. I had catarrh of the stomach. Now I
th e effect to Increase production as a the employment, and also because of order of vegetable life found in the good road bed.
have no cramps and am feeling well and
It reproduces itself )
w hole by rehabilitating a lot of human the losses that would be sustained by water. One cannot tell anything about with promptness, dispatch and liber- >
healthy. I wish every suffering person would
take PE-RU-NA.”
•derelicts and rendering them useful as thefe who had large investments in the sex of an oyster by its color. ality. No oyster ever went on a strike
Catarrh effects the mucous membranes in
industrial producers, but it has oper buildings and other property involved Those with a brownish color acquired or put up an argument with its em- i
any
organ or part PE-RU-NA, by regulating
in
the
liquor
traffic.
It
was
figured
it from the peculiar diatoms on which i
m ed to raise the (efficiency and aver-,
an aabsolute
necessity
the digestion and aiding elimination, send# a rich, pure supply of blood
I ployer. It is cm
uouauu n
e c e s s i t y to
to
age productive passer of workingmen that about 260,000 men would be with they have fed, and they may he femaje j the success of an oyster stew, although
and nourishment to the sick and inflamed membranes and health
a s a class. W e learn that there seems out jobs, and some 116,000 retail liquor or
returns.
or male
mnia or
or neither
no,tHar one of the two
sometimes it is not as numerous thereFor coughs, colds, catarrh and catarrhal conditions generally*
to be a unanimity o f opinion on this establishments would stand empty.
Beside feeding itself and waxing fat in as may be desired.
PE-RU-NA 1b recommended. If you are sick, do not wait and suffer.
point even among those who acknow The Investigation of the Curtis people and succulent, the oyster has the add
The sooner you begin using Dr. Hartman’s well-known PE-RU-NA,
An oyster is constructive, conserva
ledge an Interest in alcoholic beverage seemed to reveal that the passing of ed task of building its own house. It
the sooner you may expect to be well and strong and in full possession
tive
and
a
delightful
dinner
compan
themselves. An Illustration that ap the liquor business has been accom gets its lime
make the
shell- from
of your health. A bottle of PE-RU-NA is the finest emergency, ready*
----- to
-- -------- ~--ion. All it requires is just a decent
to-take remedy to have In the house. It is fourteen ounces of pre
pears to substantiate this opinion is pllshed with no labor disturbance and the salt water and feeds on thAe dia
chance to grow up and make good on
vention and protection.
furnished by the experience of the apparently with little financial loss to |toms tht inhabit fresh water.
This
its job. ****
An v/joct-i
oyster io
is non-sectarian,
l i u u - s c c ic u mil,
Sold everywhere in tablet nr lianid form.
Dalvatisn Army o f New York City. In the owners of properties devoted to condition of affairs makes the oyster j*non-political,
and the basis of a great
the good old days before there was any the manufacture and sale of beverages. very particular about the character j and constantly growing industry. It
Eighteenth Amendment, this organiza It seems the metamorphosis of the sa and quality of the water it lives in. I}s absolutely indifferent to what goes
tion in Its annual Thanksgiving round loon has been accomplished without It has to be careful or perish.
: on about it, despite the ancient query
up o f human wreckage used to pick difficulty.
Either pure fresh water or extreme-; and answer:
Lively feaTS were also entertained
up from 1,000 to 1,200 derelicts, nearly
ly salt water is fatal to the bivalve.
a ll drank, la s t year, we are told, the by many as to what was to be done j Therefore it selects for its habitat a j “What noise annoys on oyster?”
round-up, known as “Boozers Day,” i with the products that formerly had I location where the two varieties of j "A noisy noise annoys an oyster.”
yielded only 700 men, of whom but found a market at the booze factory.
j water meet and mingle in what is !
live were drank. Not only were the Some of these, such as grains, might j called “brackish” water. Here it finds ;
U. S. CANT ESCAPE
others sober, bat most of them present be used for food, but others, like hops both home and food.
LEAGUE, SAYS TAFT
ed a betted appearance than such ag and grapes, did not seem to be de- j
Speaking at a dinner given by the
gregations had done in form er years. signed for anything but booze-making. I A great many people imagine that an
Their Clothing was better, and, accord It develops that those who feared need j oysterman merely has to go out in a Maryland branch o f the English
ing to a Salvation Army representa not have done so, for it appears th at! boat and pull up a load of oysters and Speaking Union of America, at which
tive, nearly all of them had money in demand for the products concerned j take them to market. This is far from
their pockets and all but six of them has been greater than ever before and j true. An oyster, just like an oyster
I plant, has to be cultivated, tranplanthad jobs. Though the great drought they have brought higher prices.
ed, nourished, protected and harvest
had then been on but a few months,
ed
at the proper season or it is half
the Salvation Army officials attribute
out of luck.
When add-distressed, relieve the
the small number of drunks among
Have you ever become intimately ac- j An oyster must, first of all, have a
Indigestion
with
these men, and the better condition,,
]
quainted
with
an
oyster?
He,
she
or
it
j
generally, o f all o f them, to the effect
o f prohibition. These officials further ! (for an oyster combines all genders in
Recuperation—there is not so much j
state that since John Barleycorn was one), Is one of the most curious of in the ordinary vacation as there is in ,
laid low there has been an appreciable creatures. For instance, when an oy- j a single bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla, i1 Dissolve easily o n to n g u e — a s
pleasant to take as candy. Keep
Improvement everywhere In living con
ster is born it is an it, a sexless enti which refreshes the tired blood, shar-;
your
stomach sweet, try Id-molds
The
ditions in the tenement districts
it may become pens the dulled appetite, restores the
M
A D E B Y S C O T T A BO W N E
people have “ spruced up,” as one~ man |*ty. Early ain its career,
,
I 4V
/oc LUUIclgtj.
1
lost
courage. Take
Hood's SarsaparM A K E R S O F S C O T T S EMULSION
put it, their homes are better kept, j a ne oyster and indulge in all proper i ilia this ummer
19-5 a
their food is better cooked, and they
drees better. W ith the passing of the
saloon, homes *and home life have as- j
earned a new importance, to the men j
who made the saloon their club, and I
with sobriety apparently has come a |
stimulation of ambition and self-re- j
After you eat—always taka
•pect.
An Investigation was recently made
fay the commercial research division
B I B (T o r took a c i d - s t o m a c h )
o f the advertising department of the
Cnrtls Publishing Company in Phila
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
ed Gassy reeling. Stops food souring,
delphia with a view to discovering the
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
econom ic result of the Eighteenth
AMs digestion and appetite. Keeps stomach
aweet and strong. Increases Vi
Amendment. The report on this in
EATONIC is the best remedy. Tens of thou
vestigation was made the basis for an
sands wonderfully benefited. Only costs a cent
or
two
a day to use it. Positively guaranteed
article, setting out the econom ic ben
to please or we will refund money. Get a big
c(fe,
e fit! that have accrued from prohibi
hoi today. You will toe.
tion. The greatest of these, in the
For Sale by O. F. French & Son
opinion o f the writer, has been the
Houlton, Maine
saving of human material. As evi
dence that such a saving really has
xd
been effected, he calls attention to da
ta tarnished by other agencies, In ad
dition to the findings of tbe Salvation
Army.
Evidence of tbe saving of human in
Rallt o f A t torttd Flow n, alto AU Prppmmmt,
dustrial power is revealed by policeAll Ckocolatr, AHtFintrrgrtn andAllCinnamon
eC®'
court records. Since prohibition has
New 6nglancl Confectionery CO
been enforced arrests have decreased
by one-half to two-thirds of the usual
number. In Boston the average num
ber o f daily arrests has decreased to
lees than forty per cent. In Pittsburg
the number of arrests on all charges
fo r the second six months o f 1919 was
leas than 12,000; for the first half
year, over 30,500. In Unlontown Pa.,
a typical coal-mining center, the num
ber o f arrests for the second half of
l i l t was less than for any one month
In the first quarter.
Houlton, Maine
A noteworthy fact is the decrease
aot only In drunkenness itself, but in
June 17th, 1920
many m ajor crim es as well.
The decrease in crim e o f all sorts is
To the Public:
dearly reflected In the statistics of
We understand that many of
commitments to penal institutions and
their population. The workhouse at
our customers have been calling
Cincinnati, O., which a year ago conon us at our old stand on Main
t i l , moat o f whom were on short sen
AM ELS fit your cigarette de
Street.
We are very sorry that
tences, has today seventy-four, most
you have been put to this in
sires so completely you’ll agree
o f whom are serving long sentences.
convenience and that our adver
Am ex-commissioner of penal Institu
they were made to meet your taste!
tions o f Massachusetts says that the
tising of the fact that we were
entire population o f the twenty-six
Unique flavor, fragrance and meltemporarily out of business apenal Institutions In the State could
low-mild-body due to Camels qual
waiting the completion of our
now be boused in five.
new
studio
in
the
French
Drug
ity
and expert blend of choice Turk
Before tbe advent of prohibition,
Store building, did not reach you
Mondays, days after holidays, and days
ish and choice Domestic tobaccos
after pay-days were periods of large
Our new studio will be ready in
are a revelation! You will prefer the
percentage of absences and low pro
two weeks or sooner and we as
Camel blend to either kind of tobacco
duction. Tbe extent to which an in
sure you that we will be better
dustry was affected appeared to de
smoked
straight!
able than ever to serve yen.
pend partly on the grade and character
Trusting that you will have
o f workmen employed.
W ith Camels you can go the limit
In every instance in which inquiry
patience and hoping to see you
r< § .
without tiring your taste. T hey
was made there was found to be a
at our new place.
•tf
leave no unpleasant cigaretty after
large decrease in absence from work
Yours very truly
alnce prohibition.
taste; no unpleasant cigaretty odor!
It la conceded tbat prohibition has
THE KLEIN STUDIO.
been in force too short a time to make
To get a line on why Camels win
Albert E. KL in.
H possible as yet to compile definite
you
so completely compare them
fa
For information concerning
statistics covering its effect on many
y * . . c™,____aid
puff-for-puff with any cigarette in
phases o f industry. The consensus of
unfinished business, etc., please
opinion o f persons familiar with incall up 155-R.
the world at any price. You’ll preduatrlpl conditions scorns to be, howfer
quality
to coupons or premiums!
e t r o n g l y r e c o m m e n d thie
*
Avar, that In no oaae thus far reported

THREE YEARS WITHOUT HOPE
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CELEBRATION

W o o d sto c k

OYSTERS CHANGE SEX FREELY!

Help Your Digestion

DOMINION
DAY

Ki- hoid 5

JU LY 1st

Horse Racing

F a t o n ic

Other Attractions

Band

Come, bring your friends and

spend the day at Connell Park

Crisp disks of fascinating
flavory sweetness—tempting!

W hy man—

we made this
cigarette for you!

S tudio o f

A L B E R T E. K L E I N

Portra it Ph otographer
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enppty or when you travel.
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fidence to what he would achieve in meaning of the empire worthily to the still the link between the t?vo great
Mr. Lemieux, referring to the post without.
Lieut.-Col. Amery, M. P., in propos- the next few years in representing the United States and in binding closer Anglo-Saxon communities.
problems which Canada had to
solve, said that in order to remedy the
present economic situation under-pro
duction and over-expenditure must be
done away with it. It they were to have
a united nation and a strong govern
ment in Canada and radical questions
required radical treatment. It was not
healthy from a national point of view,
that there should be in Canada today
as in 1840, “ two nations warring in the
bosom of a single state.” This did not
apply to Quebec, nor even to the mari
time provinces, but the billingual ques
tion was acute west of the Ottawa
river, in the provinces of Ontario and
Manitoba. In these two provinces,
where there were large groups of his
fellow-countrymen, school regulations
Just as G oodyear is su ccessfu l in building
had been enacted of late years which
admittedly had no other object but the
extrem e value into the G oodyear Tires that
elimination of the French language.
go o n the h igh est-p riced m otor cars, so is
Was this a healthy condition of things
from the British or from the imperial
G oodyear successful in supplying unusual
standpoint?

TRIBUTESTOFRENCHCANADA war
The United Kingdom Branch of the
Empire Parliamentary Association en
tertained the Hon. Rodolphe Lemisux
the ex-postmaster general of Canada,
at luncheon at the House of Commons
nays the London Times. Sir Auckland
'Geddes, British ambassador to the
United States presided. Those who ac
cepted the invitations to be present

G oodyear Advantages in Tires
for the Smaller Cars

-also included:
Lady Astor, M. P., the Archlbishop
-of Canterbury, Lord Jellicoe, Lord
Bnrnham, Earl Russell, Lord Blyth,
Lord Gainford, Lord Islington, Lord
Rathcreedan, Lord Treowen, Mr. Ian
Macpherson, M. P., Lieut-Col. Amery,
M. P., Sir Hamar Greenwood, M. P„
Sir George Perley, High Commissioner
for Canada, Senator McLennan, Maj.*Gen. H. McLena, Brig.-Gen. Hepburn
, (Canada), Col. P. A. Silburn (South
Africa) Col. M. 8. Sullivan (Newfound
In the provinces the French Cana
land), Lord Edmund Talbot, M. P.,
Joint Parliamentary Secretary to the dians did not want schools exclusively
Treasury, Sir Herbert Ames, Financial French; they did not wish to force
Director to the League of Nations, Sir English-speaking children or others to
They
A . GrlfflthiBosoawen, M. P „ Parliamen study the French language.
tary Secretary to the Board of Agri simply asked the respect of their na
culture, Mr. Herbert Lewis, M. P., Par tural rights for the education of their
limentary Secretary to the Board of children in schools supported with
Education, Maj.-Qen. Eely M. P., Sir their money. They asked the efficaci
A. Mond, M. P., and many other mem ous teaching of the two official langu
ages of Canada during the whole pri
bers of the Parliament.
8ir Auckland Geddes, in proposing mary course in the schools or classes
the health of the guest, said many of attended by their children through the
them would have read with regret re natural vehicle, the mother tongue.
The German minority just before
marks reported to have been made by
tome who, perhaps, did not know the the war, after having been in existence
facts about the part which the French before and since confederation. It |
•action of the Canadian people played was wantonly cruel to prevent a child
in the wait They were glad to have from learning the language it lisped at
that opportunity of expressing their its mother’s knee, During the la st,
recognition of the way in which the half century Germany had vainly tried ]
vast majority of these fellow-subjects to eradicate the French language in j
o f ours threw themsleves into the Alsace-Lorraine. She had vainly tried
struggle. (Cheers.) They were glad to suppress Polish in Posen and Dan
that his majesty should have honored ish in Slesvig-Holstein, but all these,
the memory of Lt. Lemieux by pre attempts had lamentably failed. Great I
senting to his father that day the mili Britain had been able to hold the em-|
tary cross which he won. Nothing pire together largely by following the I
tied us more firmly to our fellow-sub policy that the traditions, the customs j
jects in all parts of the emipre than and the language of her subjects
the common memories which centred should be respected. He would like j
In the battlefields of France. Those to hear what the little Welsh lawyer j
who slept there were men bound to in the House of Commons would say if
gether by their belief in the empire, somebody tried to suppress Welsh in |
not as a racial but as a spiritual or Wales. (Laughter and cheers.) They !
3 0 x 3 * 4 Goodyear Double-Cure
ganization.
had the British policy and the German
Fabric, A ll-W eath er Tread._____
*
Perhaps the greatest serlvce which policy.
3 0 x 3^4 Goodyear Single-Cure
Mr. Lemieux rendered to the empire
They had heard of the bogy of
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread.... ...........
before the war was the establishment French domination. On the continent j
of cheap rates of postage, which en of American from the Rio Grande to i
abled British papers and periodicals the Polar Sea, there were 100 million j
to stream freely into Canada. It was British citizens speaking the English |
not easy for a comparatively small ! language, and there were barely 5,000.people strung out on a long line to 000 French speaking citizens. Would
maintain their solidarity of thought this minority ever attempt to dominate
when immediately to the south they the vast majority? The idea was pre
had a great people whose literature posterous. The world was topsy-turvy.
swept across the frontier in a great There was a wave of revolution which,
Hood. When, as was often the case, in its fury, threatened to destroy the
that flood of literature conveyed a oldest and safest institutions. Great
stream of thought which might be di Britain and Greater Britain were not
rected against the ideals, the history immune from this danger. It was well
and the tradition of the British empire that the outposts of the British empire
it was very necessary that there should be protected against any dis
ing the health of Sir Auckland Geddes,
should be some corrective.
integrating action from within or from
said they looked with the highest con-

J

w orth in G oodyear Tires fo r smaller cars.

Into the m ak in g o f G oodyear Tires in the
30x3-, 30x31/£», and 31x4-inch sizes have gone
the fu ll advantages o f G oodyear experience,
skill and m odern facilities.
,v
T h e results o f this unusual endeavor are
easily available to every ow ner o f a Ford,
C hevrolet, D ort, M axw ell, or any other car
requiring the sizes m entioned.
G o to the nearest G oodyear Service Station
Dealer’s place o f business fo r these tires, and
G oodyear H eavy Tourist Tubes. H e carries
them in stock.

V

Goodyear H eavy Tourist Tubes are tnick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. W h y risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost lim e more
than tubes o f less merit. 3 0 x 3 ^ 4 (ize in water- $>4 5 0
proof bag _______________________________________________

*23*2
$ 21*2
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V anety

SHOE SALE

Value

Petticoat
Sale

at Factory Prices
F o r 10 D ay s — — — —

Starts July 1st

A sale of petticoats that would
be hard to equal.
To meet the decrease in prices
on silk we have decided to cut
our prices on silk petticoats.
Starting at once we will reduce
any of our all silk or silk jersey
tops.

y0off

We can safely say that we have
the largest and best assortment
of underskirts in this town. Be
sure to get in on this trade while
they last. 50 colors and 100
styles to chose from.
In addition to the above we wish
to announce that our Genuine
Heatherbloom tops with silk
flounce petticoats have been re
duced to $3.75 each. Former
prices were $4.50 to $5.00 each.

$ 1 0 .0 0

Shoes for $ 0 . 9 5

00

20

M en’s and W om en’s High and
Low Shoes, Pumps and O xfords

O

o

8 .5 0 and 9

“

C .9 5

7 .5 0 and 8

“

4.95

6 .5 0 and 7

“

0 .9 5

“

2 »

4, 5 and 6

1

Other Good Things at Bargain
Prices at this Store.

Joe Bernstein’s
L a d ie s ’ G a r m e n t

Store

A

--------- Everything in Ladies W e a r ---------M arket Square

Houlton, M aine

N D E R S O N 9

Anderson’s Corner

Service
Style

S H O E

S T O R E

s

Houlton, M aine
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CLOSING EVENTS
FOR HOULTON FAIR

Every member of the Maine Auto
Jimmie Forbes, bg by J. Malcolm j automobile railroad crossing accidents
Forbes, C. . Spencer, Boston, Mass.
i ln the United States. With the num- mobile Association is being urged to
her of new automobiles and new dri interest himself in this campaign and

2.30 PACE

Eleanor Watts, bm by Gen. Watts, T. vers coming into service every day to do everything in his power to edu-1
The lilt of entries for the Hpulton M. Hoyt, Presque Isle.
these crossing accidents are increas cate his family and friends to use cau- j
Fair Association early closing events
Northern Mac, bg by Northern Man, T.
tion at railroad crossings, street in -.
ing to an alarming extent.
to be held here Aug. 31 Sept. 1*2*3 1920 M. Hoyt, Presque Isle.
sections
and other dangerous points, j
The
Maine
Automobile
Association
Zelda the Great, chm by Peter the
are as follows:
as an organization vitally interested In the request to the members to do j
Great, T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle.
2.13 TROT AND PACE
Marlon L., bm by peter the Great, C. in the welfare of the automobilist in this the officers of the organization ask
Little Anna S„ bm by Peter O’Donna S. Spencer, Boston, Mass.
Maine, in his safe transportation, and “ Will you as a member of the Associa-1
College Swift, blks by Peter the Great,
•p. h . A Go. Reed. Fort Fairfield.
in
the welfare of our people in general, tion do everything in your power to ,
Blanche H., bm by Commodore Bingen, J. W. Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B.
Sis Peters, blkm by Peter Binarian, H. deems it an imperative duty to bring further this campaign for the sake of
TV M. Hoyt, Presque Isle.
Rob Waller, bg by Grattan McGregor, M. DeWltt, Woodstock, N. B.
this matter to your attention. With yourself, your family, a n d y o u r
Helen Direct, blkm by Walter Direct, these facts before you and the con friends.”
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle.
[
Royal McKinney, gg by McKinney, L. R. P. H. & Geo. Reed Fort Fairfield.
Every
railraod
in
Maine
is
actively
When you invest in Central
stant
reminders
in
the
tragedies
daily
Helen T., bm by Echo Todd, P. H. &
Seeley, Fort Fairfield.
told in the press, we feel sure you will co-operating with the Association in !
Roy Volo, chs by Nervolo, W. B. Lint, Geo. Reed, Fort Fairfield.
Maine Power Company Prefer
Peggy Hal, bm by Walter Hall. DeWitt gladly co-operate in an effort to re this campaign, the Maine Central Rail
RTederlcton. N. B.
&
Higgins,
Presque
Isle.
red, you buy into a company
Belle McGregor, bm by Jay McGregor,
duce this unnecessary sacrifice of life road specially using every effort to as
Northern Lily, blkm by Northern Man,
J, H, Dewitt, Woodstock, N. B.
sist
the
organization
in
the
work
and
limb.
whose property
is all located in
Dusty Dan, bg by Galbetor, P. D. Mc Dewitt & Higgins, Presque Isle.
✓
The importance of the subject will which it is trying to accomplish. The
Little Jazz, chg by Master Mariner,
Kinnon. Woodstock, N. B.
the State, that is managed by
Peter Setser, brg by Henry Setter, L. Fred Simonson, Limestone.
fully justify your most earnest co-op- Boston and Maine, Bangor & Aroos
Maggie
D.,
gm
by
Son
of
Bob
Douglas,
W. Ervin, Houlton.
Maine people and very largely
peration, which may he the means of took and Grand Trunk Railroads also
Hayward Wilkes, brg by Belle Early, Lynwood Rhoda, Houlton.
have
entered
heartily
into
the
plan
saving
one
or
more
lives
in
your
com
Bud Wellington, bg by Ambulator, Elowned by Maine people.
8 . A. Nevers, Houlton.
munity.
and are spreading the warning all over ;
bridge Wellington, Monticello.
2.1S TROT AND PACE
Bradon B., bg by Bradon, Fred Bishop.
their lines.
j
Sincerely yours,
Home ownership seems best,
Did not fill.
Houlton.
At this time of year there is an ex- j
MAINE
AUTOMOBILE
ASSO.
Lavena North, brm by Northern Man,
for customers and for stock
ceptionally large number of inexper-:
Hiram flV. Ricker, President.
2.17 TROT AND PACE
E. B. Taylor, Presque Isle.
holders.
Baron Marque, chg by Sir Marque, J.
D. W. Hoegg, Jr., Sec.-Treas. ienced drivers who need this word of j
Kara K., bm by Alonzo Todd. JH’ro
H. Dewlttt, Woodstock, N. B.
Bros., Presque Isle.
*
caution for their own protection. The j
In addition three highly illuminat
Royal McKinney, gg by McKlneey, L. R.
Dazzle Medium, bg by Sam Medium,
If you also feel this way, why
coming of Maine Centennial also will j
ing posters are being sent broadcast
Seely Fort. Fairfield.
Fred L. Dunlap. Houlton.
pour
other
thousands
of
motorists
inj
not send for a circular and get
Weather Man, bg by Northern Man. G. for display in railroad stations, post
Money Man, blks by Northern Man, J.
to the State congesting the highways I
W. Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B.
M. Colbath, Presque Isle.
offices, hotels, garages, and other pub
more information?
Peter Setser. brg by Henry Setser, L.,
Sackrose, bm by Northern Man, G. M.
and their number, undoubtedly, will be |
lic places. One shows the results of
W . Ervin, Houlton.
Colbath, Presque Isle.
many reckless operators who require
automobiles being struck by trains,
Hayward Wilkes, brg by Belle Early,
the solemn warning which the cam-1
H. A. Nevers, Houlton.
another depicts the damage done by
paign intends to give.
!
Dan Murphy, bg by Joe Murphy, M.
automobiles running into one another,
Dickey, Cambridge, Cambridge, Mass.
During the past five years ten thou and the third explains three different
Sadie Ashbourne, chm by Ashbourne, C.
J. Hanson, Presque Isle.
sand persons have been killed and kinds of danger as follow s:—No. 1—
Jeffrey, bg by Cabel, C. J. Hanson,
The risk of attempting to cross a
more than 25,000 injured in automobile
Presque Isle.
railroad ahead of a train because one
W ooddllf King, bs by Ashland Wilkes Jr., railroad crossing accidents in the
may think there is time to do it; No.
C. L. Dewitt, Presque Isle.
Dan S. Jur., bs by Dan S. Jerry Smith, United States, several of them in 2—Explains the danger of the rear
Caribou.
Augusta, M aine
Maine, and it is because of this appall end of an electric car colliding with
Jack the Clipper, bg by Jack Herron.
an automobile when turning a corner;
ing
fact
that
the
Maine
Automobile
Bdgar Russ, Caribou.
Nutwood McKinnon, chs by McKinnon, Association is inaugurating a state and No. 3—Is a solemn warning to use
caution at highway intersections and
W. H. McDaniels, Caribou.
w l n %v v w v w w w w v w v w v v %v w v w v v w v v w v v v v v v w v w v w v v O
Ruth W., chm by Nutwood Wilkes, G. wide Safety First Campaign, in which blind corners.
W. Hammond, Caribou.
it hopes to educate motorists to use
Little Peter, chg by Peter the Great, W.
every caution at railroad crossings as
V. Douse, Caribou.

Home Investing
is Safest Sk

SAFETY FIRST IN AUTOING

Central Maine Power Co.

well as at street intersections and at

2.19 TROT AND PACE
Baron Marque, chg by Sir Marque, J. other places where danger lurks.
H. DeWitt. Woodstock, N. B.
Nearly 15,000 letters will be sent out
Nero Bingen, bg by Willy Bingen. T. M.
to motorists in Maine calling attention
Hoyt, Presque Isle.
Royal McKinney, gg by McKinney, L. to the dangers that exist, this letter
R. Seeley, Fort Fairfield.
Money Man, blks by Northern Man, J. being as follows:
W . Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B.
Dear Sir: —
Baton, brg by Bingara, A. M. Nason,
Your life and the lives of your fam
Monticello.
Delia Patch, blkm by Dan Patch, P. Doh ily are your dearest possessions. Do
you not, often without realizing the j
erty, Houlton.
Baanard, bs by Baron McKinney, Ernest danger, take chances of killing or in- j
Smith, Pittsfield, Mass.
Klyo Todd, bm by Kentucky Todd. juring yourself and your family by j
running over some RAILROAD CROSS- j
Frank P. Fox, Medford, Mass.
Bill Sharon, chs by Capt. Aubrey. A. ING without first making it your busi- j
Alcorn, N. B.
ness to STOP. LOOK AND LISTEN? j
Ol McGregor, chg by Jay McGregor. C.
Guard against this needless risk by
J. Hanson, Presque Isle.
taking
the few seconds necessary to i
Bettina, bm by Bingara, P. r>. McKin
non, Woodstock, N. B.
make sure that your name or the j
Jack the Clipper, bg by Jack Herron, names of those dear to you are not a d -!
Edgar Russ, Caribou.
Queenle Brino, bm by Greenbrlon Jr.. ded to the constantly growing casual- j
ty lists that are so regularly featured j
Edgar Russ, Caribou.
Robert B., bg, G. W. Hammond, Caribou in our daily papers.
Earl North, bg by Northern Man, T. F.
During the past five years ten thous
Phalr, Presque Isle.
and
persons have been killed and more
Charley Jexerson, chg by Red Leo, John
than twenty-five thousand injured in
Bailey, Caribou.

J
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OM Glory, bg by Bingara, DeWltt &
Higgins, Presque Isle.
* Colorado Rose, bm by Colorado E. De
Wltt A Higgins, Presque Isle.
Rosetta McKinney, brm by McKinney,
S3. A. aylor, Presque Isle.
Gen. Todd, bg by Todd, P. H. & Geo.
Reed, Fort Fairfield.
Miss Peter Splan, bm by Peter the Great
P. H. A Geo. Reed, Fort Fairfield.
Bandolla, bm by Bangor, P. H. & Geo.
R«ed, Fort Falfleld.
Brussels Dillon, bg by Dillon Axworthy,
T . M. Hoyt,, Presque Isle.
Busy Man. blkg by Northern Man, T.
M. Hoyt, Presque Isle.
Togo M.. bg by Togo, J. W. Gallagher,
T^oodstock, N. B.
Myrtle Rysdyk, blkm by Royal Rysdyk,
J. W. Gallagher. Woodstock, N. B.
Somerworth Boy, bg by Todd Bingen,
T . V. Holdaway, Houlton.
Bromus, bg by Bingara. B. D. Tlngley,
Houlton.
Alfred King, blkg by King Bellini, C. S.
Bpencer. Boston, Mass.
Neptune Boy, bg by Mainleaf, A. L.
Bearer, Boston. Mass.

Notlce of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United States
for the Northern Division of the Dis
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

W hy You Need One
You, like many other retailers may be satisfied that your business is paying you a profit;
yet you do not know how much money you are losing every day through pencil and paper
methods of figuring.
Neither are you getting any o f the business building figure facts
that are necessary to make your business pay you a ll the profits that rightfully are yours.
A Burroughs Figuring Machine will give you this information quickly and accurately. It
will put organization and accuracy into your business— be it large or small— and will stop
the u n s e e n , profit-robbing leaks that are keeping
jping many a retail business close to the edge.

You don’t want to lose money by errors
- e s p i n-n the addition of sales slips, where most mistakes occur.
One figure added wrong
spells a .erlain loss f::~ you and such Tors usually get by without detection.

You don’t wont to offend customers by overchc
^ arges
If you overcharge a customer even once through a perfectly understandable error in the addition o f a
sales slip or statement, 3'ou’ve lost some pari of her confidence. If you overcharge her again and explain
that “ mistakes will happen’*she becom es interested in other stores that she'd never thought o f before.

You want to know your Daily Profits
N o man likes to do business blindfolded — yet many retailers do, simply because they hate to wade
through a maze of figures to get to the light.
A Burroughs will give you the amounts of your daily profits, sales, and expenses. It will tell you
every day just h ow your business stands— and it gets this information quickly and accurately.

In the matter of
In B a n k r u p tcy
Paulite St. Germain
Bankrupt. |
To the creditors of said Paulite St. Ger
main of Wallagrass in the county of
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on he 22nd
day of June, A. D., 1920, the said
Paulite St. German w a s d u 1y a djudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of creditors will be held at the
•floe of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
the 24th day of July, A. D.. 1920. at
10.01 o'clock ln the forenoon at which
time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such
ether business as may properly come be
fore said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, June 22nd, 1920.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Referee ln Bankruptcy.

You want to keep tab on your clerks
This information is absolutely necessary. Y ou should know h ow m uch each clerk and each depart
ment sells every day. You should be able to tell which clerk is an asset, which department is
paying and where you are making money. A Burroughs Machine will get this information for you
speedily and accurately.

You want as simple bookkeeping as possible
Keeping books with a Burroughs is not only the simplest but the lea st ex p en siv e method. It is
automatic and absolutely accurate.
Am ong the more than 100 m odels of Burroughs Machines there is one designed especially for every
retail establishment— either large or small.
It fits into any retail bookkeeping system without
changing the system.

♦

It makes all postings from sales slips to ledgers, all entries on statements, and proves the work as
it goes along— keeping the hooks in a continuous balance. It prevents errors and saves time and
m oney on every item it handles. Statements are always out on the first o f the month.
Let the Burroughs man show you how a Burroughs Machine will help you increase y o u r profits.
Such a request will place you under no'obligation whatever.

DANCING

\b-

H EYW O O D T H E A T R E

M a cK in e s

A d d in g — B o o k k e e p in g - C a lc u la tin g ^
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

—

—

—

:w

Thursday, July 1st, 1920
'■i

J A -M O -K A
Saturday, July 3
M onday ^ternoon an<*even*ng»July5
Tuesday ^ternoon an<*even*ng>

This Burroughs is designed
especially for use in small
retail stores. It can be bought
on terms, if desired.

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE
COMPANY
Bangor Office Exchg. Bldg. 27 State St.
C. R. REED Mgr.

*I
W*-
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"It is true that little by little the FUEGANS SAID TO
TO MAKE PAPER
newsprint pulp resources of this coun
BE CANNIBALS
OF SUGAR CANE try and of Canada are being exhaust Tierra del Fuego, as everybody
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animals are white and woolly, w ith: The lighting system of the city, that the opening day approaches, in
brownish spots, and remarkably in which is pronounced one of the best looking back and summarizing what
telligent.
In recent years some of
in the East, is also being utilized for has been accomplished.
them have been exhibited at dog shows
in the United States, though the Fue-j
PurP°se °t enhancing the attracgans will rarely consent to sell them ^ veness
the town, the clusters of A GOOD MEDICINE
When a shoal of fishes comes near huge white globes having been replac
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE
shore the dogs swin out and surround ed by red, white and blue, and the ef General debility and that tired
them, splashing and diving until they fect is remarkably pleasing to the be feeling is H ood’s Sarsaparilla. This
are driven into a net or into a creek holder.
highly
concentrated,
economical
Just how many persons will come to medicine is a great favorite in thou
where the water is shallow enough to
Portland—and to Maine—for the Cen sands o f homes. It is peculiarly suc
permit the use of spears.
Within the last few years large tennial observance is of course not cessful in purifying and revitalizing
areas in the interior of Tierra del Fue known, but as they come and go, day the blood, promoting digestion, re
storing animation, and building up
go have been taken up for sheep by day, they will be well taken care
the whole system.
of
and
the
cordial
reception
given
ranches. Undoubtedly the final disap
Get this dependable medicine to
pearance of the natives cannot be long them will make them feel right at day and begin talcing it at once.
postponed, for the white settlers com home.
I f you need a laxative take H ood’s
monly shoot them at sight—a drastic
The program arranged for the cele Pills. You will surely like them.
method which finds some excuse in the bration, which has been made public,
ferocious and treacherous character of assures as varied and interesting a
these savages.
series of attractions as the most fasti
dious could desire, and down in one
wing of the million-dollar City Hall
PORTLAND WELCOMES
men and women have for weeks been
EVERYONE busily engaged in getting things in
Portland—in gala attire and with shape for the Centenary. From Fred HABIT ABSOLUTELY OVERCOME
the latchstring out—is ready to wel-* erick H. Gabbi, the business manager, BY
THE
NEAL
TREATMENT.
come the thousands who will visit that right through the list, every one has WRITE FOR INFORMATION AT
city during the Maine Centennial Cel found each day none too long in the ONCE. THE NEAL INSTITUTE, 166performance of his or her tasks, but PIEA8ANT AVENUE, PORTLAND,
ebration.
Guests hailing all the way from there is an immense satisfaction, now ME. PHONE 4216.
Kittery to the Canadian border and
the sons and daughters of the State
whose feet have led them afar, but
who are returning to the old home for
this occasion, will find that nothing
has been left undone in the way of
preparation for their entertainment,
and the week of June 28th to July 5
will be crowded with events dealing
with the history of a commonwealth
known the world over.
Within the last few weeks the prin
ASSOCIATE
cipal streets of the Forest City have
undergone a great transformation
yourself with the Houlton Trust- Com
through the lavish use of flags and
pany by becoming a depositor of this
bunting and banners bearing the pine
strong, service-giving bank that is al
tree, and the end is not yet, for in the
ways ready to meet your requireWnts.
short time that remains before the
forma 1 opening of the Centennial
scores of business houses that have
not yet put up their decorations will
see to it that Congress and Middle
streets present an appearance never
before known.

ed. Pulp wood which the mills form
erly could secure at $6 to $8 per cord knows, means Land of Fire. Where
now costs $20 to $25 per cord. One the fire originally came from, nobody
reason for this is that the nearby knows, for the natives have no know
forest tracts have been exhausted and
ledge of any way to make it. They
the wood now has to be brought for
may
have got it centuries ago from a
long distances. Additional expense for
transportation over greater distances volcano.
' month.
has been swelled by the greatly in
Certain it is that they take most
This manufacture of cane pulp out creased cost of labor in getting the
anxious care not to lose it. In the un
side the tropics will be according to wood out of the forests.”
derground dwellings (covered over
what is known as the "Simmons pro
with brush), which are their only hab
cess,” and should it prove successful
TELEPHONE ‘GIRL’
itations, there is always a fire, the em
will undoubtedly open the way for a
RETIRES, AGED 80 bers of which are never allowed to be
tremendous jump in pulp manufacture
England’s oldest telephone “ girl” come extinguished. Every one of their
in this country and a probable relief
has just put aside her receiver and re rude dugout canoes has in the middle
from the now threatened paper famine.
linquished her switchboard, says a a clay floor, on which a fire burns or
The Simmons process consists of a
Hull (Eng.) dispatch to the London smolders.
drying and shredding treatment of su
At night those primitive people, in
Daily Chronicle.
gar cane containing its full sugar conMrs. Elizabeth Andrews, the tele case of alarm, burn sgnal fires on the
teat. Ordinarily the sugar cane is
phone
mistress at Ferriby, a pretty mountain tops and in the daytime the
•crashed in the tropics under rollers
residential
village about 10 miles from same fires, supplied with green wood,
* . sad the juice is shipped to the refiner
London,
celebrated
her 80th birthday send up columns of smoke which, be
here. By means of the Simmons pro
a
month
ago.
cess, the cane can be brought to this
ing made intermittent by smothering
Her hearing is still fairly good, but *
country without risk of fermentation,
the column with a skin blanket at in
such as occurs in the case of green her eyesight causes her increasing
trouble, and so she has sent in her re tervals, convey messages in a sort of
^cane and the sugar extracted here.
signation
to the Hull corporation tele Morse code.
The United Fruit Company will
phones
committee.
This is the most ancient of all means
make the sugar extraction at their
I went over to Ferriby to hal^e a
new plant. The pulp residue will be
of distributing intelligence, and since
handed over to the paper manufactur chat with her, having first fixed the prehistoric times has been employed
The
er. The purpose of the experiment is appointment on the phone.
in many parts of the world. Modern
switchboard
is
in
her
parlor,
where
a
to determine whether the work can be
science has devised no more effective
, -conducted on a practical basis—that is, smart girl operator was on duty.
|method of attracting attention and
"I have had the exchange 21 years,”
whether the value of the pulp residue
j
sending news over a wide extent of
so obtained will make it commercially Mrs. Andrews told me. “At first there I country. It is thought that these signal
profitable to dry and shred cane and were only six subscribers. -The Nation [ beacons suggested to Magellan the
bring it here for the extraction of the al Telephone Company came to the ! name Tierra del Fuego.
sugar cantent instead of crushing the cottage and asked my late husband of
The natives are among the lowest of
green cane in the tropics and trans1 we could have the exchange here.
savages.
They have no permanent
"At first we refused, but at last he
porting the juice here.
j homes, moving from one place to anThe United Fruit Company’s new consented. The agreement was in his other as often as the local food supply
plant Is in a portion of the buildings name, but he would never attend to is exhausted and spending much of
occupied by the Revere Sugar Refining the switchgoard.
their lives in their canoes. It is said
"He would not learn how to work
Company.
that, when other provender is not obOne of the Fruit Company’s officials the plugs, because he said, if he did ) tainable, they eat the old women, af
he always would have to do it.”
stated:
ter stifling them humanely in the
The widow smiled as she recalled
“ The work is experimental as yet
smoke of a greenwood fire.
and proposes to show whether by what she regarded as the smartness ; The men do not average more than
means of the Simmons process it will of her spouse in taking the appoint five feet in height, but are powerfully
be commercially practical than to do ment and leaving her to do the work. |built, the women are equally muscular
"For abount 10 years,” she went on,
the crushing in the tropics. Crushing
; They have a singularly brutal appearNO TIC E OF F O R EC LO S U R E
may be begun in a month We shall "I had to attend to all the calls, night I ance, with no foreheads to speak of,
Whereas. Benjamin Sprague, of Sil
product pulp and this will be turned and day. Now we have 100 subscrib I their hair coming down nearly to the ver Ridge Plantation, in the County of
Aroostook, and State of Maine, by his
ers.
over to paper manufacturing plants.”
eyebrows. Both sexes go almost naked, mortgage deed dated the ninth day of
“ Until a month or five weeks ago, I
Charles S. Woods, vice-president of
a skin hung on the winward side be- October, A. I)., 1919, and recorded in
the Arthur D. Little Cambridge Chem had to attend to all calls after 8.30 at ; ing considered a sufficient protection the Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Vol.
ists who are the chemists for the Unit night. I never could go to bed until even in the worst weather of that fri- j 314, Page 456, conveyed to me, the un
dersigned, a certain parcel of real
ed Fruit Company, declares the Fruit 11.30 and then I often had to come ;id latitude.
estate situated in said Silver Ridge
Company departure to be the first ser downstairs and attend to calls.
i Nevertheless they have their special ’ Plantation, described as follow s:-It was very bad when the military
ious attempt in this country to pro
accomplishments. They possess amaz Bounded on the east by the Molunkus
were here and worst of all on Zeppelin
duce cane pulp outside the tropics.
ing skill in throwing stones, flinging ; Valley Road, so-called, on the north
A tremendous possibility lies in the ! alarm nights There was no bed for them with either hand and with great west and south by land of John St.
John, containing one acre more or less.
fact that hitherto coal has been so ex- me then
force and accuracy of aim. No other i AND WHEREAS, the condition of
“ One week there were alarms every
pensive in sugar cane producing cli
EVERY DEPOSIT
people in the world equal them in : said mortgage is broktffi, by reason
mates that it has been far cheaper for night, and I never got to bed until 5 marksmanship with that ancient in whereof, I claim a foreclosure of the
same, and give this notice for that
IS AN INCENTIVE
the planters and manufacturers there o’clock in the morning. I had to re strument of warfare, the sling.
purpose.
main
at
the
switchboard.
|
to burn the crushed cane fibre under
for greater effort and soon establishes
Their food is derived chiefly from
PEARL F. GALLISON
"Sundays were also a botheration. I
factory boilers in the place of coal.
By his attorney:
the sea, and for the catching of fish
a habit that is permanent and valua
Harry M. Briggs
Up to the present time, an official of have been on duty as long as 16 hours they employ helpers small dogs of a
ble. You are invited to open an ac
Houlton, Maine, June 16th, 1920.
the Great Northern Paper Company on a stretch.
breed unknown anywhere else. The i
325
count with the Houlton Savings Bank.
“ It has not been a very good paying
stated, nothing experimented with in
this country within reasonable dis- job. Before I received the bonus I
stance of the company’s mills has been only had 12s. lOd. a week, and, out of
found to provide a substitute for the that, I had to find coals and oil for a
present wood pulp used in the manu paraffin lamp, as well as clean away
the dirt made by people who came to ■
facture of newsprint.
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
j
"Almost anything—even grass—can the call office.
have been paid for the past nine years
“
I
don’t
know
what
the
authorities
.
be osfd to make a kind of paper pulp,
but not newsprint,” he said.
"W e are going to do. I have sent my no
Because they are built right to
have a small ’digester’ at one of our tice in and they can do what they like.” j
mills and experiments are made from , Closing the door so that the young !
meet the needs of Maine homes.
time to time with various products, operator in the parlor switchroom
but as yet none has been discovered could not hear, Mrs. Andrews added:
Liberal in sizes of firebox,
that will answer as a newsprint pulp "They wrote me a letter saying they
were going to reduce my money to 10s.
flues and oven, thorough in
substitute.”
In a report of the former director of a week. That maddened me, and I
manufacture, ready (o r ru g g ed
agriculture of the Island of Trinidad sent in my notice.
ly V W r t W f t W W V W W W V W W W W W W W W W W W W V W W W ,
"I
should
have
kept
on
if
it
had
not
work.
Just printed in the London Times, the
been for my eyes If my sight was as
latter states:
"The cane-growing countries of the good as my hearing, I should be all
W O O D f t B ISH O P C O .
world, with an output of 6,000,000 tons right.”
Establish
Meanwhile,
the
exchange
remains
B a n g o r, M ain e
1&39 d
o f sugar, can produce about 4,000,000
tons of fibre, worth in the form of pa at the cottage and the corporation con
per, at least $300,000,000, or about half templates paying Mrs. Andrews a pen
the value of the world’s output of cane sion.
The Initial bona fide experiment in
the United States in making paper
palp from sugar can fibre will be
launched at a plant of the United
Fruit Company oh Medford St., Char
lestown, probably some time next

Drink-Drui

Houlton Trust Co.
Iloultcn,M aine

M AINE H O U SE K E E P E R S
LIKE CLARIONS

Ho'u' lton Sa v in g s 3 K n k
HOULTON, MAINE1

f o j

P e rm a n e n t 3rd L ib e r ty
Bonds

sugar. As a subsidiary industry, if
•only $150,000,000 were realized, it is
It is among men who try to get a
worthy of consideration.
living by shift or trick of laziness that
Mr. Wood said.
we hear the familiar words “ the world
“It is true that we can make very owes me a living.” A loafer who nev
good paper out of sugar cane fibre. er did a useful thing in his life, who
But paper from sugar cane will not dresses at the expense of his tailor
supply the need of newsprint. In oth- and eats at the cost of his friends, al
o r words, cane fibre produces a high ways insists that the world owes him
grade of paper that would be far too a living, and declares his intention to
expensive for newsprint.
secure the debt. We should like to
“ The great trouble Just at the pres know how it is that a man who owes
ent time is not that there is a lack of the world for every mouthful he eats
pulp for paper stock. But as that there and for every garment he puts on, can
are not enough mills to satisfy the full think himself so heavy a creditor in I
needs of the newspaper publishers. In account with the world. The world J
directly the manufacture of quantities owes a living to those who are not ,
o f paper from bamboo fibre might in able to earn one to all who, in course
crease the production of newsprint, in of nature or by force of circumstances. I
that mills which are now devoting a are dependent.
And it is mainly to f
portion of their time to high grade supply the wants of these that men !
stock with the influx of large quanti are endowed with power to produce |
ties of high grade paper material more than enough for themselves. To |
might turn back again to the manu a genuine shirk the world owes noth- J
facture of news print.
ing.
"The making of newsprint paper is
the simplest paper manufacturing proseas known.
The pulp is- simply CHILD ALMOST DEAD
■teamed ground and crushed between
GRANDMOTHER SAVES LIFE
stones. The manufacture of the high
er grades of paper is a much more ex
Roxbury, Mass. A grandmother in Roxpensive process—a complicated chemi bury
writes: ” 1 put great faith In your
II1VMIV
medicine,
and one of my children was
cal process.
dyig. The doctor said she could not live
"The real reason who sugar cane until morning, ann I ran out to the drug
got a bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir,
fibre has not been extensively used store,
was so excited I g&yg^her tse half of the
for paper manufacture is due to the bottle at once, ana atnight I gave her the
half. I thought It’s eithei kill or
fact that the residue cane has always other
cure for the doctor says se Is dying any
way,
but
she did not die. 8he went to
been so much cheaper than coal to
sleep, the first sleep for a week, and the
burn under the boilers in the tropics. next morning she passed two worms,
In color, six Inches long. The doctor
The price to which paper has climbed red
came to sep if she was dead, but he ran
now, however, has changed this situa out pretty quick, as she was sitting in
her chair eating a bowl of oatmeal and
tion so that at the present time it is milk. That was twenty-four years ago,
now she has a baby girl of her own,
unquestionably cheaper for the sugar and
seven months old, who is also using Dr.
producer in the tropics to Import his True’s Elixir.’ ’ (Name on Request)
Constipation, heedaohea, tired feeling
coal—providing he can find ships with
weakness, spots before the eyes, baa
which to ship it—and sell his pulp breath, sleeplessness, irritability, dissinees
and many other signs of sickness, can be
. fibre.
relieved. If you take the prescription
T o r some time I have believed that known as Dr. True’s Elixir. The Family
Laxative and Worm Expeller. It has done
the only solution of the present threat* much for slok people, men, women and
ohildren, ever since 1861—over M years
-ened paper shortage lay in the dlscov- reputation.
wry o f different tropical fibres that
Take Dr. True’s Elixir—give It to your
■could be used for the manufacture of ohildren—The Family Laxative and worm
Expeller. AT ALL DEALBR8. Dr. J. F.

« r o » * « & ,-A&bftn^jK*.

W e will exchange these for Tem porary
Bonds now in circulation, free of charge
for the service

Somebodys
in l u c k
evenirt

j

Is it You?
You will find that the service of
T and K Tea in your home makes
the meal so much more enjoyable.

First National
of Houlton, M aine

T and K Tea it so good— so popular
— almost all dealers hereabouts sell it.
Ask for T and K Tea.

VULCANIZING
TUBES AND

TIRES

Having taken over the Vulcanizing Department of Cates
Garage, I am prepared to do vulcanizing of all kinds. I
have specialized in work on Cord Tires and am prepared to
do special work on these in addition to regular vulcanizing.
Remember all work is fully guaranteed and in this way
full satisfaction is assured customers.

L W. JENNEY
Cates Garage
Tel. 64-W

Houlton, Maine
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PHARMACY

Next to Elks Club Prescription Druggist

Main Street
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PAOX TEN

Miss Vera Scott of Hodgdon and
Mrs. Fern Hannigan and two chilMiss Elsie Hicks and Claude GlidMr. and Mrs. O. L. Sawyer and Miss
Miss Mary Hand of Ludlow visited i (j ren spent last week in Houlton with den of Houlton visited wre. Maurice
Meredith Carr and Mr. and Mrs. Gar
the B school on Friday.
; Mrs. Frank Willett.
Stewart on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Haggerty and j
_
. _ .
.
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jewett
Adams
and
son
field Burton spent Sunday afternoon
family of Littleton spent Sunday with
Mrs. Boyd Burton and son Blenden
surrounding
I of East Millinocket are visiting her Claud, Miss June Bubar andMrs. H. E. and evening with Mr. Byron McQuarMr. and Mrs. T. J. Haggerty.
Kimball spent Saturday and Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Mitchell, Mrs. sister Mrs. Otis Bither.
in Washburn with Mr. C. N. Bishop.
rie and family in Hodgdon.
Henry McConnell and son Elmer at
The Ladies of the M. E. church
tended
church
in
Monticello
Sunday.
EAST
HODGDON
realized
$32
at
their
ice
cream
sale
Subscribers should bear in
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams and Miss last Thursday evening.
baby girl arrived at the home of
mind that all subscriptions are Mr.A and
Mrs. Orin Taylor Friday, Juno Millie Scott spent Tuesday evening
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Tuell were Sun
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jordan of day guests of Misses Marion French
payable in advance and the pa 25.
and Winnie Logie Houlton.
!
Our Children Day concert will bo Houlton.
per will be discontinued at ex
The
Five of the lady clerks employed by
held at the Union Church next Sun
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar and son j
piration. Notice of such expira day July 4.
F. P. Berry of Houlton, spent a very |Lewis spent Sunday in Blaine with !
j
tion will be sent out the first of Mrs. Elmer Weston was the guest pleasant evening with Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Scott Sanborne.
; Clarence Gove accompanied H. E. |
of Mrs. William Atchison in Ludlow Joe Mitchell on Wednesday.
each month .
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Webb of Lud Kimball, Harry Kimball and Eddie!
last Thursday.
j
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence London were low and Mrs. Charles Beatty of Houl Knowles to Kingman last Sunday
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 visiting Mr. H. London and other rela ton, were callers at the home of Mrs. :
Chas. Adams was obliged to enter i
George
Carpenter
Thursday
evening.
‘
tho TIMES office will cloee at noon tives at Nashawalk, N. B., recently.
the Aroostook Hospital, having the j
Mrs. Samuel Putnam, Mrs. P. J. fore-finger of the left hand removed. I
Svory Saturday during Mih'y, June,
Miss Hazel Woodcock was visiting
Haggerty
and
daughter
Jean
and
Miss
!
July and August, In accerdance with her parents Mr. and Mrs. John Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Philbrick and j
Frances O’Brien of Houlton were
daughter
of Haynesville spent Sun- j
9He ueual oustom of Banka and County cock in Nashawalk, N. B., last week.
guests of Mrs. T. J. Carpenter during |
day with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rus- i
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stephenson and last week.
sell.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lowrey were
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Snell and
guests of Mrs. Edward Henderson
Rev. Mr. Jenkins will preach at the j
daughter and Mrs. H. C. Snell went
Sunday.
HODGDON
Saturday to Westfield where they Baptist church Sunday morning and
Mrs. Florence Dickinson of Union were week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. there will be a baptism in the after
M m Orville Day is recovering slow
noon.
Corner,
N. B. was the guest of her Kingman Snell.
ly from her sickness
mother Mrs. John Grant last Wednes
Mr. Sarah E. Bither and three grand
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Benn have been day and Thursday.
children spent Saturday and Sunday
in Bangor tor the past week.
LITTLETON
in Hodgdon with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mr. and Atrs. Alfred Henderson
Rev. 0 . L. Pressey and w ife will re- Mr.
Chas. Tarbell and Miss Anderson
E. W. Grant of Houlton was calling Rhoda.
turn tram' thefr vacation this week.
of Green Road were the guests of Mr. on friends on Sunday.
Mr. J. C. Giberson and family, Mrs.
Sirs. J. N. Adams of H oolton was and Mrs. Elias Egears Sunday.
Miss Mildred Brown returned to her jLucy Ruth, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Ruth
the soept o f relatives here last week.
M m Herbert Crane, Mrs. Joseph home in Presque Isle last Sunday.
and baby left Tuesday by auto for
Mr. and ]frs. Theodore Taylor of Crane, Mrs. Robert Hawks and Miss
Albion, Maine.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orie
Titcomb
return
Greenville are guests of relatives here. Gladys Brown yere visiting relatives
Mrs. Amelia Bliss and granddaught
ed from Manchester, N. H. last Wed
R. L. Penrlgo has opened a store in at Grand Lake, Queen’s County, N. B.
er Miss Amelia of Island Falls spent
nesday.
the bnfldtng ot John Perrigo’s at Hodg- and St. John last week.
Mrs. Don Bubar left Friday for La several days last week with Mrs.
Mrs. Anna Cumming of Limerick
don Mills.
conia, N. H. to visit her brother Dr. James H. Ruth.
M
m
Blnnie
McLean
of
West
Conant
▲ large crowd attended the Ice
-JR''
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay Skillinger and
Chester Smart.
Cream Sale at the U. B. Hall on Fri and Mr. Everett Reese of Minnesota
two
children
together
with
Luther
have been visiting Mrs. John Egears
J. F. Carmichael suffered a slight
day evening.
and other relatives here the past shock on Monday but at this writing Brown of Danforth were calling on
friends here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Benn of week.
is much better,
8myrna were week end guests of rela
Geo. B. Sharp and Clarence Gove
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McBride of have
tives in town.
each purchased a new Lexington
Presque
Isle
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
SMYRNA MILLS
car, Lewis Bubar a new Liberty and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Adams and Mr.
Mrs. A. Z. McBride.
Grant— Fitzgerald
I. S. Sawyer a new Ford.
and M m Morrison ot Oakfleld attend
Mrs. Lincoln and son of Mars Hill
ed service at the M. E. Church Sunday.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. James were
the week end guests of Mr. and
Fitzgerald was the scene of a simple
Mrs. Thomas Gallop.
but
very
pretty
home
wedding,
Wed
MONTICELLO
Mr. and Mrs. John Brown of Presque
nesday, June 23, when their daughter
That is the sign that is in the windows of this store calling attention to
The Pentecostal people will close Edna Alice, was united in marriage to Isle were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
advertisements
from The Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal,
Orie
Titcomb
on
Sunday.
their tent meetings this week.
Arthur W. Grant of Smyrna.
|Cosmospolitan, American and Photoplay Magazines. These ads tell of cerThe ceremony was performed in the
Mrs. Israel Atherton returned from
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Carter were in
W oodstock over Sunday with rela open air. The relatives and a few Presque Isle Saturday after spending
tain articles that are sold in Oakfleld by this store and the articles are
friends were seated comfortably on the several weeks visiting friends.
tives.
1shown you with the ads.
WEDNESDAY
Mr. C. B. Silver and Harry Brewer
Geo. Jewell and wife left Saturday lawn that surrounds the home. Pres
Billie Burke in “Sadie Love”
morning by auto to visit friends in ently the bride and groom attended of Newport who have been visiting at
At It and 3:30 on ly
Among these articles are the following:
by Miss Geneva Fitzgerald a cousiu David Lunn’s returned home Friday.
News
Chester Outing
Newport.
of the bride and Samuel Grant a broth
---------------- Kv*?ning at 8 o 'c lo c k
Elgin Watches
Mrs. Milton C. Black North Living
M m F. V. Hogan went to Water- er of the groom appeared in the doorCOPLEY MALE QUARTETTE
vtlle Saturday to attend the Colby way of the home, and marched across ; ton- Maine was called here
Hamilton Watches
J j1' ! o f Boston assi sted by a Pianist and R e a d - |
Centennial.
the lawn to where the clergyman I ness ot her father John b. ( atmichael. j er. T h is w a s the fe ature at the Northern
Waltham Watches
e A u to Show a Fort Fairfield.
A. T. Foster and daughter Mrs. Ab awaited them. There, under a stately I Mr. and Mrs. John Carson aceom- j Main
!
South Bend Watches
A Rare Treat.
ner Cowperthwaite went to Newport old tree that had know the bride since panied by Mrs. Don Bubar motored to I Prices 50 and 75 cents plus W a r T a x .
;
Big Ben Alarm Clocks
Wednesday to visit relatives.
childhood, the Rev. H. A. Grant pas-1 Oakfleld on Wednesday to attend PoWWW Rings
T
H
U
R
S
D
A
Y
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crawford of tor of the local church, spoke th e ! mona.
ARTCRAFT SPECIAL
Ostby and Barton Rings
H oolton were in town Saturday eve words that made the two young people J >jrs> c. B. Silver of Newport and
man and wife.
I grandson Kenneth Hardy of Carmel is
ning and attend the Grange meeting
Pyrex Casseroles
“Male and Female”
After the congratulations and best spending several weeks with her sis
M m Chas. Lowrey and son Merle
Waterman’s Ideal Fountain Pens
This
is
a
Cecil
B.
DeMillc
p
ro
ductio
n
left Friday by auto for Waterville to wishes of the friends and relatives, ter. Mrs. David Lunn.
with Gloria S w a nso n as the star.
The
Sheaffer’s Fountain Pens
attend the commencement exercises light refreshments were served, and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Bither of Lin- sce n e s are laid in (England and the work
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
a
pleasant
social
hour
enjoyed
by
all.
is
called
a
rti
stic
ally
beautiful.
neus and Mrs. Joseph Hogan and chil
at Colby.
Soon afterwards the happy couple de dren of Houlton were visitors at L. Ne ws
Old Hampshire Bond Stationery
Holmes
T
ra
velo
g
ue
Mr. and M m Guy C. Fletcher left parted In an automobile for Crescent
1S47 Roger Bros., Wm. Rogers and
by auto Monday morning for Water Park where they will spend a brief F. Hall’s last Thursday.
F R ID A Y
D. F. Adams Harvey Adams. J. A.
Community Plate Silverware
ville to attend the Centennial and honeymoon.
ISURI AOKI
Graduation at Colby.
Both of the young people are na Watson and Frank Craig returned
in
There waa a large attendance at the tives of this community and are loved Saturday from a successful fishing
These articles are advertised from Oregon to Florida and from southern
“Locked Lips”
Grange meeting on Saturday evening and respected by all. Since her grad- j trip up the Allegash.
California
to Maine. They have a reputation with the public—a reputation
T
h
e
c
h
a
r
m
in
g
J
a
p
a
n
e
s
e
a
ctr
e
ss
w
h
o
has
Several new members were instructed uation from Ricker Classical Institute
C. C. Harvey editor of the Fort Fairre d such a
tre m e n d o u s
success
in built up by long years of honorable dealing, of value giving and of progres
In the 3rd and 4th degrees. A harvest the bride has been a very successful field Review arrived in town Saturday sco
re ce nt Sessue H a y a k a w a p ic tu res e n do w s
supper/of sandwiches, cake and coffee teacher. She is also a member of the with his family to spend a month at this p ro ductio n with a c h a r m and dig nit y sive business methods.
was served, after which a program local Methodist church and a teacher their cottage on Littleton Camp th at is irresistable.
was enjoyed: reading by Mrs. W. J in the Sunday School. The groom is ground.
P a r a m o u n t M agazine
If the public had not trusted these concerns they could not have
W iley, solo by Leona W iley, reading a sturdy farmer’s son, a lover of the
stayed in business year in and year out. You are fully protected
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Leavitt, Mrs.
SATURDAY
by L. A. Hill, music by the orchestra soil and the open air. It is expected Fred Ewings. Mrs. King Bruce, Miss
TOM MOORE
when you buy these articles at this Store. See our wondows.
that they will begin their married life, Respa Lilley and Mrs. O. V. Jenkins
in
as their parents have done, on the attended the Pomona meeting at OakOAKFIELD
“Duds”
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sterritt of farm, and in doing so, will add one field on Wednesday.
T h e gen ial T o m is with us again. This
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine of Mars Hill time
Hodgdon were calling on friends in more to the list of happy homes that
we see him in melodra m a. T h e story
dot the hills and fields of sunny Aroos were the week end guests of Rev. and is ada
town Saturday.
p ted from T h e S a turd ay Evenin g
took.
The
best
wishes
of
their
friends
Post.
Mrs. M. H. Turner. Mr. Irvine is Dis
Mesars. Robert Lawlis and Herschel
O a k f i e l d , M a in e
go
with
them.
M u t t and
Jeff.
Two
Reel Sen nett
trict Superintendent of Sunday School
Shaw of Houlton were business callers
Comedy
“
Gee
W
h
i
z
z
”
work for part of Aroostook County.
I
in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Robert Crandall was a passen
LETTER B
Mr. E. P. Titcomb. Byron and Mabel '
ger on Saturday night’s Pullman for
Mrs. M. C. Carpenter is confined to Titcomb left by auto Friday for a trip j
Boston for a few days visit.
the house by a severe cold.
to the southern part of the State and
Mr. B. G. W hite has bid in the Sta
Don’t forget the school picnic at to Manchester, N. H.. Mrs. E. P. Tit
tion job at Howe Brook where he ex Burnt Brow Friday afternoon.
comb who is visiting her s n Alton
pects to move in a few days.
Mr, and Mrs. Joe Mitchell spent will return with them.
i
Mr. John Dickey recently purchas Sunday with relatives in Monticello.
er the house on Main street owned
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred London were
LINNEUS
by Mrs. Naomi Plummer, where he ex guests of relatives in Monticello Sun
pects to move shortly.
Mr.
l-Rrold
Logie attenod Com
day.
Martin’s Theatre makes the follow
A beautiful new flag is floating from mencement exercises at Colby.
ing announcement for the week. “ Oak the flag pole recently erected on the
Maurice Bither and family are vis
dale Affair” Tuesday night; “ Thieves" B schoolhouse.
iting relatives in Mars Hill.
Friday night; “ The Honor System’’
Hazel and Fern Faulkner of Boul
Miss Wildie Stevens was the week
Saturday night.
end guest of Miss Manor, Reed ot ton visited theid grumefher the past
Mr. and M m N. C. Martin, Mr. and Houlton.
j week.
Mrs. W. E. Mathews, Mr, Harry Grin- Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Carpenter spent 1 Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bither and son
nell and Miss Nellie Young of Fort Sunday with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Milian spent Sunday in Millinoeket ;
Kent enjoyed an buto trip to Wood- W. N. Carpenter.
with relatives.
i
stock last vreek, visiting many villages
Mr. Boyd Burton of East MilliuocMr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick were
along the beautiful St John river.
Sunday guests of Mrs. George Scott j ket spent Sunday and Monday here
Mrs. Deborah Knight sister of J. W. in Woodstock, N. B.
with relatives.
Huntley after an absence of 38 years,
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Adams spent j Mrs. James Ruth and baby returned ;
is visiting her friends in town. She Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. George j Monday from a visit of three w'-ek.has been doing missionary work in Adams of Llnneus.
1
I in Haynesville.
South America for many years. She
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mooers and son ' Mrs. H. C. Adams spent last week j
sails for Spain July 10th to continue Ora, were Sunday guests ot Mr. ami in Houlton with her daughter Mrs. ■
the work is that country.
Bvron Stewart.
i
Mrs. George Carpenter.

TOWNS

Houlton Trust Co.
Pays interest of 2 per cent on

Daily Balances of $ 5 0 0 or over

□ BE)

| Compound Interest of 4 per cent
j| on Savings Accounts o f a n y
Am ount.................................................

nAdvertised Goods A re Your
Protectionn

Week of June 28th, 1920

Temple Theatre

N . W . Gerrish, Jeweler

Diamond
TIRES
Squeegee
Tread

Boxing Exhibition

HEYWOOD THEATRE
Tues., JU LY
E A R L PENNY
Feath erw eigh t Champion of Maritime Provinces

,
if *

----- v s .-------

YOUNG

SH ARKEY

FUU.ofI.IFI

A y f O R E than two million
■*-*r-"* Diam ond Tires are
in use— now , almost one
for every third car in the
United States.
The reason that hundreds
o f thousands o f motorists
are buying D iam ond Tires
is because Diamonds are

delivering the service.
Small wonder that motor
ists buy more Diamonds
than any other tire not
sold to car manufacturers
for original equipment*

of Boston

T W O SIX ROUND BOUTS
3 Star Preliminary Bouts

i
PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.
HOULTON,

----------

July 6 at 8 p. m. ----------

MAINE

